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The Key to 

Profit in 

Guardex Alarm Features: 

• Sensitivity control 
• 0-30 second adjustable entry delay on siren 
• Pulse Counter — one sound turns on lights, etc. 
Second sound activates siren 

• Remote horn output — Driver built-in 
• Key Switch input — low voltage 
• Back-up battery input 
• External trigger input — open circuit 
• Automatic reset 
• Internal siren shut-off 

Rear View 

the 80's... 

Security 
The security industry is exploding! With the increasing 

crime rate and the new sophisticated alarm systems 

coming on the market, home and business security alarm 

sales are expected to quadruple by 1985. You can be a 

part of this booming industry! 

Guardex audio discriminating alarm systems are low 

cost, require no installation and can cover every door 

and every window in an average home or business with 

one compact unit. Simple remote wireless plug-in 

sensors are available for larger buildings. Guardex 

alarms turn on lights and blast a loud siren. 

If you're interested in cashing in on this booming 

business, call us Toll Free for more information 

on Guardex alarms. 

Call for Special "New Dealer" Offer! 

Toll Free (800) 423-5490 

In California (213) 889-1414 Collect 

G UARDI AN 

ELECTRO NICS, INC. 

31117 W. Via Colinas, 
Westlake Village, CA 91362 
Toll Free (800) 423-5490 
In California (213) 889-1414 Collect 
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IIIDUSTRY 
REPORT 

Direct Broadcast Satellite 
Report 
Strategic Incorporated has presented 
updated forecasts and information in its 
newly released report, Small Satellite 
Earth Stations: U.S. Market Opportun-
ities, 1981-1989. The new study contains 
current data and projections regarding 
direct broadcast to homes by satellite. 
Projections by Strategic are said to 

be "conservative, compared to manu-
facturers' claims." Restricted to the U.S., 
non-military market segment, Strategic 
predicts that the total small satellite 
communications earth station market will 
grow at an average annual growth rate 
of more than 48% (in units) through the 
decade of the eighties. Declining prices, 
especially in the DBS segment, will limit 
the annual revenue growth (in constant 
1980 dollars) to about 18 percent. Total 
equipment sales (receivers, antennas, 
transmitters, and amplifiers) will be in 
excess of $1 billion over the 1981-1989 
period. 
The April 1981 FCC ruling that ten-

tatively permits direct-to-home broad-
casting represents a significant milestone 
in the development of the small earth 
station market. "However, there are still 
hurdles to overcome. Protests by cable 
television companies, government red 
tape, lack of programming, competition 
by other video media for the viewers' 
time, and delays of K-band satellite 
transmission until the mid-1980's," are 
all obstacles to be overcome. Strategic 
predicts sales of 160,000 antennas in 
1989, assuming that DBS does not be-
come a viable service until 1985-1986. 
Sales are then expected to increase 
tenfold each year in the early 1990's, 
as the DBS services increase. 
The cost of the home earth station will 

decrease rapidly as DBS becomes a 
realty in the mid-eighties. The price ero-
sion forecast by Strategic is from a min-
imum $3,200 (antenna, amplifier and 
receiver) in 1981 to $600 in 1990. Be-
cause of the decline in prices, DBS is 
predicted to be 96% of the total earth 
station market (# units) in 1989, but only 
45% of the total 1989 revenue. 
The report now includes a company/ 

product matrix of over 85 firms involved 
in the manufacture of small earth station 
equipment for the U.S. market. 

TVI Guidelines Offered 
The National Association of Broadcasters 
recently said the public must be assured 
that television broadcasts are as inter-
ference-free as possible from devices 

such as cit zens band radio. To accom-
plish this, the Association outlined several 
steps for consideration by the Federal 
Communications Commission. 
NAB suggested the FCC: 
• Conduct additional research to de-

termine the effect of modulations of in-
terfering carriers on TV receivers. 
• Recreate the actual technical en-

vironment where interference occurs and 
recommend for testing purposes that 
interference be applied to either or both 
the receiver terminals or the entire re-
ceiver. 
• Further discourage illegal amplifier 

use by CB operators by requiring am-
ateur radio operators to show their li-
censes when purchasing an amplifier. 
(Ham operators may legally use the 
equipment while CBers are prohibited). 
• Not hold broadcasters responsible 

for interference, but focus on enforcing 
its existing stan ards for CB transmitters. 
• Permit the industry rather than the 

government to set up a labeling program 
to aid consumers in choosing among 
equipment with varying degrees of in-
terference rejection capability. 

VCR Sales Soar In September 
Total U.S. market sales to retailers of 
home video cassette recorders increased 

sharply in September, 1981, over the 
same month a year ago, and color tel-
evision receiver sales last month were 
a standoff with a strong September, 
1980, according to the Marketing Ser-
vices Department of the Electronic In-
dustries Association's Consumer Elec-
tronics Group. 
VCR sales to retailers in September 

were 153,680 units, an increase of 63.9 
percent over sales of 93,747 in the same 
month last year. Home VCR sales in the 
first nine months of 1981 climbed to 
883,729 units, up 81.4 percent over 
487,267 sold in the same period of 1980. 
Color television receiver sales to re-

tailers in September, 1981, amounted 
to 1,260,244 units, off 0.8 percent from 
1,270,003 units sold in September a year 
ago. Color TV sales in the first nine 
months of 1981 rose to 8,065,215 units, 
an increase of 5.5 percent over the 
7,646,017 sold to retailers in the same 
period of 1980. 
Monochrome television sales in Sep-

tember, 1981, amounted to 538,998 
units, a decline of 32.7 percent from 
801,297 units sold in the ninth month 
last year. Monochrome TV sales in the 
first nine months of 1981 amounted to 
4,071,195 units, up 1.0 percent from 
4,029,711 units sold to retailers in the 
same period a year ago. 

COMPARE OUR LOW PRICES 
(EXR) SAME EXACT PARTS AS SYLVANIA ECG* LINE 

AT 50% TO 80% OFF SYLVANIA PRICES. 
SYLVANIA  SYLVANIA 
ECG*  SUGG.  OUR 
TYPE NO.  RESALE  PRICE 
ECG 165  13.50  2.95 
ECG 238  15.75  2.95 
ECG 276  10.95  5.95 
ECG 500A  20.00  11.60 
ECG 523  22.80  14.50 
ECG 712   3.75  2.25 
ECG 1168   12.85  8.55 

SPECIAL (MIN. 5 PCS.) 
2SC867A  3.95 
2SC1034  9.00 
2SC1308K  2.45 
2SD350  4.60 
AN2140  2.00 
GH3F  1.45 
TA7205AP  2.10 

COD ORDERS WELCOME  (Min. Order $25) 

CALL TOLL FREE 800-526-4928 
3 YEARS W ARRANTY ON ALL PARTS. 

DIGITRON ELECTRONIC 
Corporation 

110 Hillside Ave. • Springfield, N.J. 07081 

HOLIDAY GREETINGS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS 
'ECG IS A TRADE MARK OF PHILIPS ECG. INC 
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How to Connect 
With Quality. 

The 1981 Pomona Electronics catalog is your 
connection to more than 650 qual ty test accessories. 

Our BNC line, alone, is boundless. 
To convert coaxial cables to test cables, use our 

molded breakouts — BNC plugs or receptacles with 
various test clips or plugs. 

There are cable assemblies of every description, 
utilizing four kinds of shielded cable plus stress-
relieved and retractile. Choose regular, right angle, 
push-on and push-on stacking BNC ends. And choose 
from other-end options too numerous to mention. 

And, of course, we go to great lengths to provide 
a good choice of lengths. 

Consistent quality for a complex world. 
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In addition, you'll find a big selection of shielded 
black boxes featuring pre-mounted BNC components. 
Plus plenty of coaxial accessories. 

Refer to your copy of the Electronic Engineers 
Master (EEM) catalog for complete product in — 
formation, or ask us for a free catalog today. 

ITT Pomona Electronics, 1500 E. Ninth St., 
P.O. Box 2767, Pomona, CA 91766. Phone (714) 
623-3463. 

In Europe, ITT Industries Belgium S.A., Pomona 
Division, 250 Avenue Louise, Box 121, Brussels, 
Belgium. Phone 02/640 .34 . 00. 

AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR FAVORITE 
ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR 

Pomona Electronics ITT 
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FROM THE  
EDITOR'S DESK   
The reader survey cards are coming in. We are very happy with the 
response so far. Our data processing people tell us that if cards 
continue to come back at the present rate we will have a quite accurate 
picture of our readers and a very good idea of what they need and 
want. Keep those cards coming! We don't have hard results tabulated 
as yet, but several general trends seem to have become apparent. 
The first is—those of you who advertise do more business and have 
had more of an increase in business in the last several years. Second— 
those who have more broad-based sales and service activities are 
doing better than those who do not. Many of the television-only shops 
have suffered a decline or only held their own, while those with more 
diversified activities have increased their business. One other factor, 
to be fair, seems to enter here—apparently more of the one man 
shops are TV only, and these often can only handle so much business. 
The same may apply to those in audio, auto sound, commercial 
sound, and other specialties. 

Quite a number of you, even in very small shops, do seem to be 
quite diversified in your activities and interests—that's great. Like the 
old timer who wrote us (Letters column this month), don't let the new 
technology scare you and don't think you can get along without 
understanding it. He says he is not going to let it get him down and 
don't you do so. Just because you have two, five, ten or over twenty-
five years in as a technician doesn't mean you can't learn something 
new—or don't have to! 

We've noticed some other things, too. Not too many of you are in 
two-way radio. It is a growing field; perhaps it is hard to gain a 
foothold, though, against factory service operations. CB radio is of 
very little interest to anyone. A few of ET/D's readers do some CB 
work; none seems to be a CB specialist. That balloon really did burst. 

Electronic games are not as big a factor as we at first thought— 
but there are several million of them out there, reportedly 2.5 million 
Ataris alone. So between the home games and the commercial games— 
the manufacturers of the commercial games can be quite cooperative 
if you wish to repair them—this could be a profitable area for some 
of you. Keep those cards coming in; it's not too late even yet. 

Sincerely, 

Walter H. Schwartz 
Editor 
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"'You 
fix TV's... 
what brand 
should I 

You're on the spot. 
Any set you tell your 
customer about has a 
chance of failing sometime. 

But though we're not 
saying we're perfect, we'd like 
you to recommend RCA. 
Because we're sure your 
customer will love its picture 
performance. 

You can find the 
problem and repair it 
quickly if anything does 
go wrong. Because with 
RCA's unitized chassis, 
Ltilures are easy to handle. 

• 
RCA gives frequent 

hands-on workshops, as 
well as lectures. So when 
failures do occur, you'll 
he ready. 

RCA has more than 
500 parts distributors 
nationwide. We have this 
large network because we 
don't want you to have to 
wait too long for parts. 

We also keep your 
inventory expenses lower by 
using components instead of 
modules, in most circuits. 

99 We know your 
customers think you're 

responsible for everything 
about their sets. 

Good and bad. 
And that's why we here 

at RCA are doing everything 
possible to make sure that 
when you finish a service call, 
everybody's smiling. Your 
customer's happy with your 
recommendation. 
And you're still the 
expert. 

RCA IS MAKING 
TELEVISION 
BETTER AND BETTER. 

For N.,nt free subscription to RC  ( 
N ItA FOR. our magacine of news and .1,1,a e for 

service technicians, write RCA. Dept. 1-455, 600 North 
Sherman Drit e. Indianapolis, IN 16201 
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LETTERS 
BOUQUETS: 
Your editorial in September issue was 
very interesting and informative with 
regard to "things to come"—(some of 
which are already here). Your last para-
graph regarding future articles certainly 
appealed to me. Boy, do I need that 
kind of information. 
I have been in the electronic service 

industry for a long time, my background 
has always been "analog technology"— 
and how I find myself facing all of this 
"digital technology"—and I DO NOT 
INTEND TO QUIT. 
ET/D (and its former title) have been 

very helpful for many years. Your editorial 
indicates that you will be (and I know 
you have been) right in there with the 
latest helpful information for all techni-
cians. 
As you have indicated you intend to 

make the articles useful for the technician 
who has no real computer background 
but needs to develop one. May I request 
that you attempt to explain any "new 
language" used in the articles. DO NOT 
let your writers assume that the readers 
"know what they are talking about" 

when the writer uses new digital/com-
puter terms and expressions. I have read 
at least two dozen digital/computer 
books and the practice of writers seems 
to be that because the writer under-
stands a term, the reader also under-
stands the term—not so. 

We "old timers" have been "analog 
oriented" for years. The largest problem 
to be overcome when converting to 
understanding digital technology is the 
"new language" more than the basic 
technology. 
Thanks for your time and best of luck 

with your new series of articles. 
Charles Knoell 
Charles Knoell & Co. 
19 Cooper-Tomlinson Rd. 
Medford, NJ 08055 

Thank you! It's great to see an old timer 
who can see that the changes constantly 
occurring are not too awesome and who 
finds them challenging and intriguing. 
Microcomputer, satellite TV, and other 
articles are coming up in '82. Editor. 

HELP! 

I would like to know if any of our readers 
could help me obtain a schematic for 
a Majestic equalizer for an automobile 
radio, Model #MEB-580, or supply me 

E.S.I., Inc. 
41.11111111."  800-645-4720  516-785-7714  ASK For JOEL or ROSE 4•   Levittown. New York 11756   

3171 Hempstead Turnpike 

WITH FIRST ORDER YOU WILL 
RECEIVE 27 PAGES OF PARTS 
WE WARRANTEE EVERYTHING WE SELL — FAST SERVICE - OPEN ACCOUNT PLUS 

YOU PAY DISTRIBUTOR PRICES. THESE ARE OUR REGULAR PRICES. 

24 HOUR PHONE SERVICE 
7 DAYS A WEEK 

Stock # 

T-45 
T-184 
T-53 

TRIPLER'S 
ECG equivelant 

E-500A 
E-523 
E-526 

Price 

10.50 
14.95 
14.75 

T-183 
24oz. CAN TUNER WASH 
CLEANER - DEGREASER 

LOTS OF 5 
$2.99 per can 

A-35  ECG-123 AP Eouivelant  29c 
A-10  Color Focus Rectifier  59C 
T-89  Solder Wick .10 gauge 5'  95C 

T-291  Heat Shrink Tubing 10 asst sizes 10"  89C 
long shrinks 50% in diameter 

T-35  Cheater Cord's Polarized C clip  59C 
T-36  Cheater Cords NonPolanzed C clip  59C 
T-18  Blue Lateral Magnets  1.49 
C-66  100MFO at 450volt axial  1.25 
C-39  BO MFO at 450volt axial  10 for 9.99 
T-73  #47 6.3volt 15amp bulb  10 for 1.99 
T-19  2.5amp Circuit Breakers  79C 
T-113  Antenna Rod for GE, Admiral, Magnavox 

auction (11353, ET83503 open 29" closed10"  2.25 

We Carry TV Parts - 
Tubes, Cartridge Needles - 

Speakers + Antenna Accessories 

With any first order in December, you will receive one 
PA-88 2Ib bag of asst transistor, resistor, capacitor 
and asst TV parts S25.00 value FREE - Compliments 

of ROSE and JOEL of ES! 

TO NEW PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMERS 
We are sure - if you try us our HOT 
HORIZONTAL OUTPUT TRANSISTOR A-15 
2SC1172B at $2.60 each YOU will 
always reorder it. It is an exact replace-
ment for ECG-165, Zen 831, GE 38 
SI0115  ECG 238, 2SC1172B 
we guarantee these to be 71/2 amp 1500volt 

WE HAVE OVER 5000 
CUSTOMERS USING AND 
REORDERING THESE UNITS 

We sell name brand receiving tubes 
for 70 +10 + 4% extra 
ON YOUR FIRST ORDER 

OUR TERMS: 1% within 10 daysof billing or 20 days net. We do not have longer terms 
past due charge of 10% will be added after 20 days. 

We warrentee everything we sell except sony transistors. 

with the address of this company so I 
might write to them. I greatly appreciate 
any help I can get. 
John C. Cox 
S&J TV Repair 
230 Londonderry Drive 
Lexington, KY 40504 

Need information on Crown Valet an-
swering device CTA 4100, I would like 
to locate parts for the same, like mes-
sage tape ENR 701 and tape head AM-
H-43 or place to repair the answering 
device for me. 
F. J. Loewel 
Fritz T. V. Service 

841 East 23rd St. 
Erie, PA 16503 

I need a schematic for a Wards Airline 
Radio (approximately the year 1938) 
Chassis #83WG-370A. I am willing to 
buy the original or a copy of it. 
Robert G. Ruhlman, CET 
404 South Main Street 
Box 746 
Sheffield, PA 16347 

Need info on United Model C-140 from 
Mays—made in Taiwan. 
Marty Krieger 
2572 Lefferts Place 
Bellmore, NY 11710 

In July ET/D we printed several letters 
which were in response to editorials 
published earlier. Here is further com-
ment to one of those responses by Frank 
Moch of NATESA. Editor. 

Mr. John S. Messier 
Home TV Service Co. 
2945 Novus Street 
Sarasota, Florida 33577 

Dear John, 
Your letter on professionalism on 

page 6 of the July ET/D, and Editor 
Schwartz' comments, are basic in our 
industry. 
We service products of so extreme 

complexity that we must recognize that 
customers can't truly understand need 
of service. Obviously producer/marke-
ters, at best, would rather stay clear of 
thoughts of service need. Our industry 
is a mix of highly competent, une-
quipped dabblers and get-rich-quick 
entrepreneurs. Far too few servicers 
belong to associations and so it is very 
hard to develop service industry norms. 
Associations are hindered by sense-
less bureaucracies when it comes to 
creating universally recognized stand-
ards. 
Most set owners select servicers on 

a catch-as-catch-can basis, and on 
Cirde No. 106 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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whims. As a result, in fact or fancy, ser-

vice often is unacceptable on a quality 
or cost basis. This results in expose's 
almost always by incompetent people 

and for selfish motives of exposers. Thus 
servicers start under an aura of suspi-
cion. This is compounded by the catch-
as-catch-can selection of the servicer 

by the set owner. 

The solution is NOT hard to achieve. 

Confidence is the answer. It starts with 

equipment and facilities that permit a 
knowledgeable technician to operate 

productively. The technician and all 

persons in contact with the customer 
must exude top customer relations. 

Pre-education of prospects in the se-
lected zone of operations, using NA-

TESA's "Joys of Electronic Living" or 
other similar P.R. pieces, is a great and 

economical "pre-sale" effort. Service 
order forms must be informative on all 

conditions of service, leaving nothing 
up in the air. Thorough knowledge of 

one's legitimate costs of doing busi-

ness, and honest appreciation of one's 
own value to the customer, are essen-

tial. Every promise must be inviolate, 

and in cases where recalls are required 
on the same symptom within the guar-

antee period, these should be done 
without charge, with a smile. Following 

these policies the servicer has the con-
fidence that convinces set owners. 
Your statement that $50.00 service 

fees are in order could well be factual. 
I would not question $20,000 year tech-

nicians for 2000 hour year. In cases 
where 30% unproductive time is a fac-
tor, it should be looked into. Unfortu-

nately, most small shops are doing 
many chores that should not be done 

by a $10.00 hour technician. 
I think that comments by Thomas R. 

Barnes, also on page 7, on the logic of 

IBM rates and references to home elec-
tronic servicers, are very sound. 
The answer to how do you "sell" a 

$50.00 hour service fee to the set owner 
is not too hard to arrive at. (1) Do a 
thoroughly professional job; (2) know 
your costs; (3) delegate those essential 
chores that don't call for $10.00 (plus) 
technicians; (4) respect yourself and 
demand rates predicated on the above 
points. Editor Schwartz' suggestion 

that you don't let the slobs get you 
down is good advice. It calls for guts. 
If you lose a customer because he 
doesn't want to pay what it really takes, 
say a simple prayer of thanks that you 
won't be burdened with one willing that 
you go bankrupt to subsidize his her 
entertainment. We MUST keep well in 
mind that the only business we can 
afford to be in is one that allows us to 

make an honest profit on work properly 

done. We are not social we/fare agen-

cies to provide entertainment to others 
at our cost. 

To answer your closing questions 
. . (1) Lay it on the line at time of orig-

ination of the call. If the customer was 

pre-educated (as noted above), you'll 
have no problems. (2) Getting cus-

tomers, too, is a function of we-edu-

cation, and belonging to effective as-
sociatiors locally but definitely nationally, 

because these separate the "men from 
the boys." Use of the NATESA logo on 

regular DIRECT MAIL, and display of 
the logo and certificates are effective. 

The old cliche about expecting a pa-

rade of customers to buy a "better 

mouse trap," works only when the cus-
tomer is pre-sold. From my own ex-
perience as the operator of a highly 

successful service business for many 

decades, I can assure you that cut-rate 
and give-away offers are senseless. 
We used only bold face listings in yel-

low pages. Our customers came by 

direct referral from our customers. Re-

peated economical direct mail contacts 
generated for us fourth generation cus-

tomers regularly. 

Sincerely, 
Frank J. Moch 
Executive Director 

NATESA 

The top two dozen 
replacement semiconductors 
at your fingertips...packaged for convenience., identified for accuracy.. priced 
for profit. And now organized for faster servicing in this TOG 304A Kit. 

A total of 50 pieces—all fast movers—inventoried according to known serv-
ice denand. Each piece is irdividually boxed and shows the device type, 
rating limits, package diagrams and replacement equivalents for easy 
cross-reference. 

Yours free...with purchase of a TOG 304A Organizer...this 40-pc. Socket/ 
Ratche' Set • Combination 1/4- and 3/8'. drive • Metric and Inches • Heavy 
chrome plated. 

For sparkling benefits, look for the green diamond at your TOG Distributor 
—your source for quality semiconductors. 

New-Tone Electronics, 44 Farrand St.. Bloomfield, NJ 07002 
(201) 748-5089 • (212) 732-1376. 

TECHNICIAN COMPONENTS GROUP 
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SERVICE 
siminaR 
With the holiday season upon us and a new year about to 
begin, we are including in Service Seminar some tips for 
good customer relations that Admiral suggested a couple 
of years ago. 
1. Always extend proper courtesy, in the home, on the 

phone, or in the shop. 
2. Always keep a promise made to a customer. If your plans 

change, notify the customer. 
3. Listen to the customer's complaint-don't belittle it. 
4. Be careful-but remember, a service problem is serious 

to the customer. 
5. Show confidence in your ability to properly service the 

product; but do not appear "cocky"-as if you know everything! 
6. Be sure that you have the tools, equipment, and parts 

that you will need. 
7. DO NOT condemn a competitor's product! The customer 

feels it's the best since he paid his hard-earned money for 
it. 
8. Always be neat-in dress and workmanship. 
9. Be sure that the repair is done right. Assure the customer. 

Avoid repeat calls. 
10. Always leave the job clean. 
11. A good service technician will mention the outstanding 

features of the product. 
12. Always remember, satisfied customers are the best 

advertisement! This statement cannot be overemphasized! 

ADMIRAL  

4M10-Severe horizontal pulling at the bottom of the 
screen. Possible cause: Defective 0302. 

60 Ina 5% 470.1/411 

III 
.  M I t  IC40, - F L, 1.50. IMO 51. 
.  NI%  7 ,......1 .1 44 % A  

CBI  112/1  11271 1 11.2.6  

C.403  41  725 MOW 

Al 110  F-4.  CIO/ MI '  220T._  HO 
-  -1  57E1182-12 

SYNC CLIPPER 
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1041 
St 

5/8182-12 
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le IV LILIEj 0203 
518182-12 
010(00 CORONA 
AMP  0204 
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5305 
45 

578159-12 IS." 4710 
^C GATE  I/411 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

518182-12 
ACC INVERTER i SON 
DRIVER 
0300 

Chassis DE-No raster-sound garbled. In our October 
Service Seminar we indicated that this could be caused by 
a blown yoke capacitor in a note by W. M. Sulry of Stratford, 
CT. We have been informed that the recommended replace-
ment should be a 600 volt unit. (The original was rated at 
400 V). Thanks to C.J. Masek of GE, Portsmouth. 

RCA 

CTC 107/CTC 108-Horizontal output transistor reliability. 
In the event a 0412 horizontal output transistor failure is 
encountered in a CTC 107 or CTC 108 chassis from an 
instrument with a date code prior to 038 (first three digits of 
serial number), to enhance the reliability of the replacement: 
1. Check for the presence of C121 (1800 pf) in the chassis. 

Refer to schematic. If the capacitor is present, remove (clip 
out) and discard it. Check the markings on the SCR 101 B + 
Regulator in the chassis. If marked "RCA", make the changes 
outlined in step 2. If the SCR 101 in the chassis is marked 
"A23" do not perform step 2. 
2. Refer to schematic. 
a. Replace SCR 101 using only stock number 149546. 
b. Cut the copper pattern between SCR 101 gate and C111. 
c. Add a diode (stock number 119597) in series with SCR 

101 gate-crimp and solder cathode lead to gate, crimp and 
solder anode lead to C111 lead. 

2.  Repla ce S CA (stock no. 149546) 

Add Diode (gook no. 119597) 

1.  Ro mov• C121. 

P W AEG Circuit 

Chassis KCS 207. No raster. To correct: Check for open or 
shorted T502 driver transformer. 

Chassis CTC 101. Excessive brightness, retrace lines. In 
"service" position, line increases in intensity until shutdown 
occurs. Color and focus controls vary brightness. To correct: 
Check for open connection on PW5000 at pin 5 of the kine 
socket. Westbrook Service Co., Rock Spring, GA. 

Chassis CTC 108. No picture or sound, no "ticking" noise 
from regulator circuit. To correct: Check for open 0104 (B 
to E) regulator oscillator. 

SYLVANIA 

E21-03,07 Chassis, Red and blue bottom vertical lines 
would not converge. Turning control only caused bottom 
of picture to fold up-checking components revealed nothing. 
Substituted yoke and convergence board cured problem. 
Replace old yoke and convergence board and part by part 
sub. Revealed defective SC808 breaking down with load-
still checked OK out of set. 

E210900 Chassis, Vertical roll. R412 open. 
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SECURITY 
VIEWPOIAT By Ray Allegrezza 

In past months we've discussed various types of insurance, such as 
liability insurance and errors and omissions coverage. Each type is 
vitally important to the alarm installer/dealer, especially considering the 
types of services you provide to the subscriber. 
This month I'd like to discuss another type of insurance equally important 

to the perpetuation of your business. Specifically: bad debt insurance. 
The main thing that keeps any business operation solvent is the 

constant flow of cash both in and out. 
With the economy being what it is, there is a marked tendency in this 

business to hold off paying bills for as long as possible. People are 
simply trying to hold on to their cash for as long as possible. 
Although as of this writing the interest rate has dropped slightly, it is 

still high enough to encourage slow and in some instances no paying 
trends. 
As you know, the inability to collect monies due you is probably the 

single most contributing factor responsible for the demise of the small 
business. One way to safeguard yourself and your business against 
this is commercial credit (also commonly called bad debt) insurance. 
Basically, what bad debt insurance can do is protect you against 

abnormally high credit losses. 
If you are in the process of considering this type of insurance, keep 

in mind that the policy does not necessarily have to provide coverage 
against all your accounts. It is your responsibility to be able to determine 
which accounts present the most likely risk of becoming non-paying 
accounts. 
Here the job becomes somewhat difficult. While your initial reaction 

may be to say that your biggest accounts (assuming they ran into 
financial problems) might be your main concern, keep in mind that 
should enough of your smaller accounts fall into the same category, 
you could very well run the risk of being "nickeled and dimed to death". 
After careful evaluation, decide which accounts you wish covered by 

this insurance. While buying bad debt insurance is not the answer to 
all your problems, you can breathe a little easier knowing that: 
• In the event of a major problem you will be covered against excessive 

losses. 
• Your working capital will not be embargoed to the point that you 

can't work with it. 
• The carrier will usually make an attempt to offer you collection 

assistance. 
• Lending institutions oftentimes view commercial credit insurance 

as good collateral in terms of either maintaining existing or seeking 
higher lines of credit. 
The best candidates for bad debt insurance are those who offer 

specialized services or products, have the majority of customers located 
within one region, or are involved in a business that is particularly 
sensitive to economic fluctuations. 
It is fairly apparent, then, that this type of insurance actually does 

more than insure and protect against bad debts. It can help your credit 
ratings, and perhaps most importantly, keep your cash flow flowing. 
Properly understood and used, it can help you attain higher sales with 
fewer risks. 
As the old saying goes, "It's better to fix the roof while the sun shines 

than to run for the buckets once it's raining." 

OPTIMA VALUE SALE 
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-327-0224 

G.E. SYLVANIA, ZENITH 75% Off LIST NEW•BOXED 
3A3  5 for $13.69  6JE6  5 for $28.44 
6BK4  5 for $25.38  6LB6  5 for $27.38 
6CK3  5 for $12.75  6LF6  5 for $29.94 
6F07  5 for $10.56  17JZ8  5 for $14.88 
6GH8  5 for $10.81  38HE7  5 for $26.13 
All Tubes Not Advertised, Write in at 75% off 
list. Sleeves Only. Singles 72% off list. 

TRANSISTORS & I.C.'s  MIN.5 3 Year Guarantee 
2SC867A Sony  $3.95  2SC117213  $2.00 
SG613 Sony  $6.95  2SC13013K  $2.00 
TA7222 Toshiba  $1.50  2SC1358A  $2.00 
TA7204P Toshiba  $1.00  . 165  $2.00 

E 1166BA521  $1.25  238  $2.00 
REPLACEMENT FOR ECG 

130  $ .95  196  $ .79  LI 791  $1.85 
D 152  $ .79  197  $ .79  0 792  $1.85 
' 153  $ .79  230  $3.05  D 793  $2.35 
' 171  $ .79  291  $ .95  0 808  $1.5C 
182  $1.95  . 292  $ .95  0819  $1.50 
183  $1.95  . 329  $1. 80  0 822  $2.10 
186  $ .65  " 712  $1.35  0 820  $2.10 
' 195A  $ .95  731  $1.35  01167  $1.95 

ZENITH, RCA & SYLVANIA MODULES 
Ei 9-79  $ 2.95  145260  $22.49 
r: 9- 147  $18.01  145261  $27.94 
150-190  $12.95  Rep. ECG500A $10.95 

CI 138697  $20.79  Rep. ECG523  $13.95 
L' 139546  $27.28  Rep E0G526  $15.95 
U 141154  $30.80  32-39202-3  $14.95 
LI 141427  $30.69  32-43068-1  $14.95 
(7 145259  $19.63  :32-41658-3  $14.95 

GENERAL 
1. Columbia Wire 59U Spools  5  9i/foot 
D 21/2 Amp 1000 Ply  100 for $ 8.50 
0 3 Amp 1000 PIV  100 for $15.00 
L: STEREO Y ADAPTER   10 for $ 4.90 
LI 9 ft. 59U F-F 99e  10ft 59U F-F $ 1.09 

Quantity Prices *mailable 
Letters of credit and all checks placed on deposit 
with Bank of Hallandale, FL. VISA/Bank Americard 
& Master Charge accepted. Min. order $75. FOB 
Dania, FL. Catalog $3, refundable upon order. 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

OPTIMA ELECTRONICS 
2022 Tigertall Blvd., Dania, FL 33004 

Phone (305) 920-3550 
TOLL FREE 1-800-327-0224 

Circle No. 120 on Reader Inquiry Card  

Polaris 
40KV PROBE 
DUAL RANGE 

Measures 
Voltage 
and 
Current 

For Today's 
and 

Tomorrow's 
TVs 

Range:  40,000 volts 
0-400 MA DC 

klelflatk 
SUB TUNERS 
Zero in on the problem 

Instantly 
checks: 
• TV Tuner 
• Antenna 
• Dead IF. 
Battery or 
Electric models. 
VHF or VHF/UHF 

Sold through dIstr.butors only 

TeloMafIc Div. of U.X.L. Corp. 
108-02 Oils Ave., Corona, NY 11368 
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REWILI116 
LOOK FOR NEW LAWS GOVERNING HOME VCR USE. Sony Corp. recently 
filed for a rehearing of a Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruling 
against the company that said it is illegal to record copyrighted 
programs off the air--even for use in the same home in which the 
recording was made.  Sony, backed by the Electronic Industries 
Association, urges that the court withdraw its ruling on the 
grounds that video recording for non-public performance at home 
does not constitute copyright infringement.  According to Walt 
Disney Productions, one of the co-plaintiffs in the case, they 
welcome and will support legislation to allow individuals to video-
tape copyrighted TV programming for personal use on their home TV 
sets, as long as safeguards are also provided to prohibit misuse 
outside of the home in which the recording occurred.  Legislation 
has been introduced in the House and Senate that would exempt home 
videotaping from the copyright law for non-commercial, personal use 
in the home.  Meanwhile, another solution in the minds of some is 
that compensation should be paid by VCR and tape manufacturers to 
the copyright owners if their products are to be used for recording 
copyrighted material. 

HIGH-DEFINITION TV READY. A high-definition TV system which is 
'ready for delivery" was introduced recently, according to 
Television Digest. The system, demonstrated by Compact Video, is 
called Imagevision and utilized a new standard; it features 655 
lines and 24 non-interlaced frames per second.  The system was 
claimed to have a definition equivalent to a 1,125- or 1,250-line 
system with interlace and requires 10MHz bandwidth.  Most observers 
at a recent demonstration agreed that the pictures were excellent, 
of theater quality. 

SOME PICTURE TUBES BY CORNING NOT TO INCREASE IN PRICE. A new 
glass price increase formula by Corning holds the line on popular 
import-sensitive sizes (13" and 19"), but raises the prices of 
others (17", 23", and 25") by 10%.  According to Television Digest, 
this was done to protect imports from taking over the 13" and 19" 
market.  The alternative was to have had an across-the-board in-
crease of 5-7%. 

EVT ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT FCC OPEN MARKET RULING FOR TELETEXT. 
British Videotex and Teletext interests have reacted with enthusi-
asm to the recent open-market ruling on teletext by the FCC.  With 
the cost of British decoders at $150 (and decreasing with demand), 
some 750,000 sets with British-standard decoders have been bought 
by consumers in eleven different countries, including the U.S. 
That number is said to be increasing by about 40,000 per month. 
Zenith, in its filing with the FCC, reportedly lauded the British 
system as having the advantage of lowest equipment cost and per-
formance capabilities exceeding today's requirements. 
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CL SEMINARS 
ARE THE 

MOST INFORMATIVE - - - MOST USEFUL 

MOST EDUCATIONAL 
SERVICE LITERATURE EVER PUBLISHED 

THEY ARE EASIER TO FOLLOW AND 

FASTER TO USE THAN ANY OTHER SOURCE 

Tele-Teck Seminars will raise your level of understanding. 

They will also cut your production time by at least 50%. 

TELE-TECK SEMINARS TELL YOU EVERYTHING 
— In Just Minutes — 

(1) Exactly how the circuit works 
In step-by-step pictorial sequence 
• What each part does 
• Where each part is located 
• Which substitutes will work 

(2) Exactly how to troubleshoot it 
Shown in 1-2-3 step by step sequence 
• Which parts fail 
• How to check them 
• Why they fail 

(3) The easiest to follow schematic 

It actually explains the circuit 

(4) 

1. 

._ 
-; 

0 
00 

60 CYCLE 

WEAVE IN 

PICTURE 
USE M CKI M 15 

KNOWN  PROBABLE 

K3 16 .  .....--......—. 

LPOSSIBLE 
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(5) We also give you an on-going course in the 
practical application of solid-state electronics. 

Through the use of our exclusive time-lapse digital pictorials, you 
will actually  learn  the circuit without ever studying it! 

LET US PROVE IT 
Just fill out the coupon and mail it to us. We will send you the first issue on approval (RCA CTC 85 auto start-up/shut-down circuits). 

If you do not agree that Tele-Teck Seminars (1) teach you more than any factory literature, (2) that they do in fact  double your 
production, (3) that you actually learned the circuit "inside out" without ever studying it, then you may keep the first issue as a gift. 
(Subscriptions are $60.00 per 24 issues). After you review our seminars, you will agree that you can't afford not to have them. 

WE'RE THAT SURE! 
A PRODUCT OF THE 

NATIONAL 

TELE-TECK TM  

CORPORATION 

Please send me the first issue of Tele-Teck Seminars on approval 

as per the above ad, with no obligation on my part. If I agree that 
they are as good as you have stated, I will consider a subscription. 

Name 

Address 

Post Office Box 15108 Amarillo Texas 79105 City 

Circle No. 125 on Reader Inquiry Card 

State  Zip 
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ECG is a registered trademark of Philips ECG, Inc. 
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Two ways to find replace 
When you think about the number of 

new electronic gizmos that come off the 
boat every year, it's staggering. 
If you happen to be a repairman, it's 

enough to drive you crazy. It seems 
there's absolutely no way for you to 
keep on top of all those new electronic 
components required. 
But don't worry. There's a very easy 

way to keep up. Get a Sylvania ECG® 
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M aster Replace ment Guide 
• Entertain ment • industrial • C o m mercial 
• Equip ment M aintenance and Repair 

ments for foreign pads. 
Master Replacement Guide from your 
Philips ECG distributor. 
It cross references more than 170,000 

industry part numbers to over 2,500 
ECG devices including most of the 
hard-to-find foreign parts. 
You get concise descriptions on each 

with clear illustrations of packaging and 
circuit diagrams. And, you have the full 
technical resources of Philips at your 

disposal for any tricky replacements 
you might have questions about. 
What's more, the ECG parts you 

receive are of the highest quality Spec-
ifications on these devices are equal to, 
and usually exceed, those of the origi-
nal part. To maintain quality and per-
fill-mance levels, all of the ECG's are 
checked in accord with military stan-
dard testing procedures. 

But the best part is that you don't 
have to go every which way to get 
them. You just go to your nearest 
ECG distributor. 

PhilipsECG 
A North American Philips Company 
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Security 
insecurity 
Legal considerations for the security business. 

The security industry is often 
most vulnerable and insecure 
in the case of its own legal 
and financial protection. The 
potential liability when a sys-
tem does not provide absolute 
protection requires that the 
dealer safeguard himself 
through proper contract terms 
and insurance protection. 

By George L. Tanty* 

The security industry in this country is 
a necessary part of the society in which 

we live. It has grown dramatically in the 
last two decades to a point where several 
thousand companies provide security-

related products and services to busi-
nesses and individuals who annually pay 
millions of dollars for protection. 
There are many services which can 

be provided within the security field. 
These include: guard and watchman 
services, card key access systems, 
closed circuit television, detective and 

surveillance work, and a wide range of 
intrusion and fire detection devices sold 
to the public, designed to make them 
feel safer. 
The alarm part of the security business 

is a multi-million dollar business in itself. 
However, it also necessitates certain 

'George Tanty is Assistant Vice President for Avreco. 
Inc., a Chicago-based insurance brokerage. as well 
as Program Development Manager for PFC Man-
agement Corporation, a sister company of Avreco. 
He specializes in insurance for alarm companies 
and is the exclusive representative for the California 
Union Insurance Company. 

skills and other protections. The com-
panies in the alarm business are staffed 
with highly trained, competent personnel. 
The owner should be constantly edu-

cating himself in the latest developments, 
since many common alarm systems 

employ technological advances unheard 
of twenty years ago. 
However, reading magazines and at-

tending trade shows simply isn't sufficient 
today. That's why alarm companies must 

avail themselves of two specific areas 
of protection: sound subscriber contracts, 

and a comprehensive insurance policy. 
Both of these will help the alarm company 

protect itself from the problem best stated 
by "Murphy's Law" —if something can 
go wrong, it will go wrong; and at the 
worst possible time." 

Let's assume, for the moment, that 
your employees are well versed in the 

equipment they're installing, they protect 
every opening, they correctly hook the 

system up and never miss a signal. There 
is, then, no way to get sued, right? Wrong! 

No matter how good a job you did, if 
your subscriber suffers a loss due to a 
burglary, you'll probably be sued, either 
by your customer or his insurance com-
pany. 
Because of this, there must be some 

way to limit your liability; and there are 
several ways. 

The contract. 

The courts have ruled for some time that 
language in a subscriber contract limiting 
the company's liability in the event of a 
claim is valid. In part, they base their 
decision on the following logical argu-
ment: Alarm services exist for the public 
good and are a necessary part of busi-
ness and the private sector. If an alarm 

company is held responsible for any 
claim which arises on an area it is pro-
tecting, its fee would have to be com-
mensurate with the exposure, and this 
much higher fee structure would make 
it impossible for all but the wealthy few 

to purchase alarm protection. Secondly, 
the courts recognize that the charge you 

are making to your customer is de-
pendent on, among other things, your 

cost of the equipment, leased line 
charges, and your monitoring expenses, 

plus a profit margin. It is very important 
to note that you are not making your 
charges based on the values you are 
protecting. In other words, if you are 

asked to provide identical protection to 
two side-by-side identical warehouses, 

your charges will most likely be the same, 
despite the fact that one has old news-
papers stored in it, and one has 

$10,000,000 in furs. 
These, then, are two valid reasons 

you should be able to limit your liability 

in the event you make an error. There 
are also other things that can go wrong, 
over which you have no control; tele-
phone lines down, blackout, uncertain 
police response time, etc. 
You should, however, remember two 

things: First, you can't limit your liability 
for gross negligence. You can't simply 
lock up your monitoring station at 5:00 
p.m. and go home. You can't install a 
system, leave the wires dangling, and 

leave the premises. Secondly, when the 
courts have ruled that limitation clauses 
in your contract are valid, all they are 

doing is ruling on a matter of contractual 
law by stating that the contract is not 
one-sided or unconscionable. They have 
ruled that alarm companies can agree 
with their customer to limit their liability 
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to a maximum amount (limitation of li-
ability), or that their responsibilities in 
the event of a claim shall be fixed at a 
specific amount (liquidated damages). 
The important distinction here is that it 
is not enough to just be an alarm com-
pany to take advantage of the protections 
granted by the courts; it is necessary to 
state it in a contract signed by your cus-
tomer. Thus, a contract containing pro-
tective clauses should be one of the most 
essential tools utilized by an alarm com-
pany. 
Alarm subscriber contracts have been 

in use for quite sometime, as evidenced 
by court cases upholding this language. 
New York, for example, has a case ruling 
in favor of alarm companies that was 
decided in 1912. This is important to 
remember because you may encounter 
a customer who objects to the language. 
It should be pointed out to him that this 
is standard procedure, and he will prob-
ably find a contract is a necessity if he 
goes to your competition. 
A properly executed contract will do 

many things. It will state what you intend 
to do for the customer, how much it will 
cost, how long you will provide service, 
who owns the equipment, what the duties 
of the customer are, what your liability 
is limited to, who pays for false alarms, 
who bears the cost of a telephone line 
tariff increase, how the contract can be 
cancelled, etc. 
You should, however, keep in mind 

that a contract with acceptable protec-
tive clauses is useless if it is not utilized 
correctly. You cannot, for example, be 
protected on a claim arising due to 
monitoring error if your contract makes 
no mention of monitoring, or install 
sprinkler supervisory, medical alert, and 
temperature control alarms on a con-
tract entitled "Fire Alarm Purchase 
Agreement." 
What, exactly, must a contract say? 

It changes from state to state, but bas-
ically it should contain the following types 
of statements: 
1. The alarm company will agree to 

do certain specified work for the customer 
in return for the payment of an indicated 
price. 
2. Customer will be responsible for 

increases levied by the phone company, 
any other utility, or governmental body. 
3. How the various parties to the 

agreement can cancel it. 
4. What the alarm company will do in 

the event it receives a signal from the 
subscriber (assuming you are providing 
the monitoring). 
5. The subscriber should be told to 

test the intrusion system periodically and 
set the system at every closing (com-

mercial customers only). 
6. A sub-contract may state that repairs 

and service after the warranty period 
lapses will be done at additional charge 
on a time and material basis. 
7. The responsibilities of the alarm 

company will cease if it is unable to per-
form its obligations due to some valid 
reason, e.g. phone lines down, moni-
toring facility destroyed by fire or Act of 
God. 
8. If there is a conflict between the 

contract and the subscriber's purchase 
order or any other document executed 
prior or subsequently, the alarm contract 
will take precedence. 
9. A denial of implied warranties in-

cluding merchantability or fitness for a 
particular use. 
10. A clause limiting your liability re-

gardless of cause, to a fixed amount. 
Also, a provision to increase the limit. 
11. A clause in which the subscriber 

agrees to indemnify and hold you harm-
less from any third-party claims. 
12. Whether or not you currently use 

subcontractors, there should be a clause 
allowing them to invoke any of the pro-
tective clauses in the contract. 
Several of these clauses need further 

explanation. 
8. Quite often, especially when dealing 

with commercial accounts, you will re-
ceive an invoice or purchase order from 

Designed 
work 

w ere 
oth 
fail 

Microwave 
detection isn't 
for all space 
protection jobs, 
but is often the 
best choice. 
Microwave Sensors' Defender lets you design for 
complete protection because it stays on guard where 
infrared and ultrasonic systems can't. 

Microwave detection isn't affected by: 
• temperature or humidity changes 
• drafts or air movement 
• light from outside sources 
• ultrasonic noises 

Call us today, toll free, at 1-800-521-0418 for more in-
formation or the name of your stocking distributor. 

MOR€!AFAVE 
SENSORS 
Defender... The most reliable microwave protection available. 
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the customer, even though he signed 
your contract. Routinely, the purchase 
order will contain a "hold harmless" 
clause favoring the customer. Clause 8 
above will effectively negate the hold 
harmless. Sometimes it is company pol-
icy for it not to sign any contract. In some 
instances, it is possible to have the cus-

tomer copy the important clauses from 
your contract on his purchase order and 
have it held valid in court. 
9. It is important to deny warranties 

(other than those which you pass on 
from the equipment manufacturers) for 
two reasons. First, no alarm system is 
foolproof. Therefore, the customer must 
be advised that the system should re-
duce the chance of loss, but can't elim-
inate it. Secondly, this clause is designed 
to protect you from an overzealous 
salesman making untrue statements re-
garding the system. 
10. The ability to limit your liability is 

probably the most important single clause 
in the contract. The reasoning for being 
able to do this has been discussed ear-
lier. It is important to offer a higher 
amount. This is because both the theory 
of "limitation of liability" and "liquidated 
damages" assume that the amount you 
will be responsible for was freely bar-
gained. Most of you have preprinted 

amounts, so an increased amount must 
be offered. However, you should not refer 
to a "graduated scale of rates" because 
this does not exist. Your insurance com-
pany should be able to quote the ad-
ditional premium to you once they have 
details on the subscriber. You should 
also be cautioned that the decision to 
use either a "limitation of liability" clause 
or a "liquidated damages" clause should 
be based on case law in your own state. 

California is currently one of the very 
few jurisdictions where "liquidated dam-
ages" has been preferred over "limitation 
of liability". 
11. Your contract is with the subscriber. 

Therefore, if he is in a position of routinely 
having property of others on his prem-
ises, the owner of that property can sue 
you if it's stolen or damaged, and you 
have no way of limiting your liability. 
However, if your subscriber does have 
a situation like this, he can purchase 
insurance to protect himself. A good 
example would be a jewelry store which 
you might be protecting. The owner 
probably has a Jewelers Block policy 
which will pay for stolen or damaged 
property regardless of ownership. Some 
alarm companies have language at the 
end of this clause which provides that 
the hold-harmless wording will not apply 

0 

to claims which occur while the alarm 
company employees are on the prem-
ises, and which claims are solely and 
directly caused by acts of said employ-
ees. 
12. Even if you don't subcontract in-

stallation or service, many of you have 
someone else monitor the signal. These 
are usually other alarm companies, tele-
phone answering services, a police 
panel, or one of the numerous nationwide 
monitoring companies. Because they did 
not supervise the installation, they may 
want protection from you. To an extent, 
you can pass this obligation to your sub-
scriber by having him agree that the 
clauses in the contract are applicable to 
and inure to the benefit of any subcon-
tractors employed by you. 
Remember, always, that contrary to 

some people, alarm contracts are not 
one-sided agreements favoring the alarm 
company. You are providing a service 
in return for a fee. Even though systems 
are capable of circumvention, they were 
designed to reduce (not eliminate) risk 
of loss. It is an established fact that the 
presence of a system will both act as a 
deterrent to burglary and serve to in-
crease the odds of apprehension of the 
criminal. If the subscriber is concerned 
about making sure he won't suffer a loss, 
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or recover his loss if one occurs, he can 
hire guards and take other precautions. 
Lastly, he can purchase insurance to 
protect himself. You can insure almost 
anything these days, whether you are a 
homeowner or a "Fortune 500 Com-
pany". You should make it clear to the 
subscriber that your service is in addition 
to his insurance policies, not in lieu of 
them. 

Insurance 

All companies should make sure they 
are properly insured against the type of 
risks they have. These include workers 
compensation, automobile liability and 
property insurance on an "all risk" basis, 
covering your property and contents. For 
large central station operations, you 
might wish to purchase "extra expense" 
coverage (to cover the additional cost 
of continuing to operate if your station 
is damaged). In addition, there are many 
other insurance policies you can buy that 
will cover anything from plate glass to 
life and health. 
General liability, however, creates 

some needs which you, as an alarm 
company have, which are generally un-
available except through a few carriers 
who have a policy written especially for 
alarm companies providing special cov-
erage for your special needs. If you 
haven't purchased your general liability 
coverage from one of these specialty 
houses, chances are excellent that you 
are not properly insured. To find out what 
coverage you are lacking, have your 
agent answer these questions: 
1. Has "property damage" been re-

defined to include loss of property? Most 
policies cover loss of use and destruction 
of property. Insurance companies have 
successfully argued that just because a 
burglar stole $100,000 in jewelry doesn't 
mean it can't be used anymore, because 
the burglar still has the use of it. 
2. Do you have full, unqualified, "care, 

custody, and control coverage?" Insur-
ance companies sometimes offer this in 
a limited form called "broad form property 
damage", but this isn't good enough. 
3. If you don't have "products/com-

pleted operations" liability, you should. 
But make sure it covers claims arising 
due to a failure of the product to perform 
its intended function. Most companies 
will pay a claim if the system itself creates 
a claim, but the only way that can happen 
is either it falls off the wall or starts a 
fire. If it didn't ring a signal, almost all 
insurance companies will deny coverage. 
4. Are you covered for dishonest acts 

of employees? If you have them bonded 
and they steal from you, you're covered, 
but you need coverage if they steal 

something from a customer while on their 
premises. 
5. Each installation will be slightly dif-

ferent, and you will have an exposure 
arising out of your design of the system. 
Thus, if you miss a skylight or you don't 
provide protection for all of the areas of 
the premises—and that's where the rob-
bery occurred—you will need design 
errors and omissions coverage. 
6. Probably the most difficult coverage 

to obtain is monitoring errors and omis-
sions. Even if you subcontract this ex-
posure, you still need the coverage so 
that your legal bill, possibly thousands 
of dollars, will be paid in the event you 
are sued. 

Lastly, errors and omissions is usually 
written on a "claims made" basis. This 
means that you must notify your insur-
ance company of a loss when it occurs 
and before the policy expires, or it won't 
provide coverage. This never is a prob-
lem when you first sign up on this form, 
but if you ever leave that insurance 
company (or they stop writing coverage 
and leave you), any claim reported after 
expiration will be denied. Instead, only 
buy "occurrence" coverage. As long as 
the claim occurred within the policy period 
(and you are in compliance with all the 
other terms of the policy) you are cov-
ered, regardless of when you first dis-
continued on page 47 
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Talking about 
satellite TV, 
part I 
Let's Go 

This material is edited from a 
talk and a question-and-an-
swer session conducted by 
Rick Towers at the NESDA 
National Convention in Tarpon 
Springs, FL, in August 1981. 
We found it necessary to split 
the talk into two sections, even 
after editing; even with this 
length, all your questions will 
not be answered. We shall, 
therefore, present a series of 
in-depth articles immediately 
following the second part of 
Rick's talk in our next issue: 
Editor. 

By Rick Towers* 

It started out that our first sale was a 
guy that lived out in the country, out on 

the range where he couldn't get anything 

but local TV. He would never get cable, 
so I thought fine, I would do one for him. 
Well, in doing that. I found out a lot of 

suppliers, other than the commercial 
ones, didn't know what they were doing. 
I guess it's like getting new industry— 
you have to realize this is only about a 
year and a half old, and I would talk to 
people on the phone and I would order 
gear and it would be a piece of garbage. 

I would send for a dish and that would 
be sloppy and there was so much re-
engineering work; it was very frustrating. 

I was about to give up, except people 
kept wanting it. 
So, with the first one I learned a lot. 

We probably took a loss, didn't make 

— Jersey Jim" Towers TV, 512 U.S. Hwy 19 
South, Clearwater, FL 33516, 
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The location of satellites of interest to North America. 

any money. but we learned a lot. And I 
said, "Well, I am going to be in business 
with a lot of people—/'m going to be the 

man—I'm not going to count on another 
person." 

Last November we went to a semi-
nar—we made our connections with 
manufacturers, we looked at their wares 
and got to really know the stuff. 
There used to be a lot (of talk) about 

it being illegal, and I want to tell you from 
all I have read—and our position—and 
the fact that Channel Master and Zenith 
have gone into it, it is not illegal to provide 

a customer with equipment. What pos-
sibly could be wrong. from a civil point 
of view, is what that customer does with 

the product. So be careful about putting 
one in a bar, a condominium, a hotel 
. . . anywhere you haven't arranged for 
licensing. What you put in a guy's home 

for his own private use, and he doesn't 
go out and distribute to his neighbors, 
or he doesn't make video tapes and sell 
them down the street, then you are not 

COMSTAR 0.1 028 

SATCOM I (135 

part of anything. Tell your people what 
it is for—private, non-commercial use. 
The other point I want to put to you 

is that a lot of people say. "Well, why 

would I want to buy an earth station with 

my cable there?" That is a good question. 
But strangely, here in Clearwater we put 
in 19 systems and there is cable all 

around us, and we have got good thea-
ters. good local TV —obviously plenty of 
entertainment—and people buy these 
things as fast as I can deliver them. Now, 

part of it might be they like the idea of 
something unique. but I think. moreover, 

they don't have the ongoing, constant 
monthly cost of full cable system—and 
the other thing is the flexibility. With an 
earth station, you look at anything that 

is in the sky—not just what the cable 
company wants to deliver. The cable 
company will deliver to you what they 

have a practical market for. They have 
one dish focused on one satellite: they 
have got potential to sell 10 or 12 of 
those channels to people. But another 
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program is on one satellite alone—a 
different satellite. They are not going to 
build another dish just to fix a satellite 
unless there is demand for it. Generally, 
one station is not worth it, but you have 
a home receiver or can sell one and can 
reposition your dish to look at another 
satellite, so you do have more coverage. 
Right now, there are about 60 channels 
up there. By '82 we are looking for there 
to be 100, and by the time 1985 rolls 
around, from the applications that have 
already been made, we are looking at 
200 channels. 
You have heard of the direct-broadcast 

satellite—a little two-foot-dish. I want to 
explain that quickly. That is a system, 
in concept, that may or may not blow 
up—I am sure it is going to blow up 
eventually. It is by Comstat, it is a direct 
broadcast satellite of a high frequency. 
It will put out, maybe, 100 watts of power, 
and that is why you can get by with a 
2-ft dish—plus, it's a 12 gigahertz, not 
a 4. The point is, that has nothing to do 
with the satellite business today. It is, in 
concept, the same thing, yet it is not the 
same thing. No. 1, there will be a max-
imum of three channels. No. 2, by the 
time those prices come around to what 
they are projected at—$500—four years 
from now, you all know what inflation is 
going to do; I am sure it is going to be 
a lot more than $500. Third, we don't 
know that anything that's going to be on 
there is going to be worth watching. 

The cable system charging $40-$50 
a month for a full package, you can bet 
the programs coming down on the sat-
ellites for the cable business are going 
to be premium programs. Premium pro-
gramming will not be on direct-broadcast 
satellites because it is unlikely that people 
are going to get that kind of market. It 
is going to be more like where people 
can't get good television. The biggest 
advantage to direct-broadcast satellites 
for the home will be in areas where they 
can't get good local TV. 
After the networks get through fighting 

the direct broadcast satellite, which they 
will probably be joining and wind up tak-
ing some of their time to reach people 
in markets where they can't reach them 
any other way. The real shame is that 
up to this point, there are people who 
are deprived of good TV. They watch 
one or two channels. It is poor; they 
don't know what it is to get network— 
or otherwise. You put up an earth station 
and there is no such thng as a bad area. 
There is a lot to consider about that, too. 
I think you are serving one more exten-
sion of your business if you are in the 
video, TV, business. Often, an earth 
station can give them better programming 
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(and) much better quality. 
The broadcast signal—I am sure you 

know it comes either by cable or micro-
wave and goes to all different affiliates 
and is rebroadcast, regenerated. A lot 
of times it doesn't look as good. 

Equipment 
The lowest-price amplifier is generally 
all you need. Now here in the Clearwater 
area, we need a 13-ft dish because the 
footprint (signal pattern) of the most 
popular satellite is also the weakest in 
the country. The only place worse than 
we are is the Miami area, and you have 
to go to 15- or 16-ft dishes. If you are 
anywhere in the middle of the country 
other than the extremes—extreme New 
England or out West, like in Oregon or 
Southern California—you can probably 
get by with a 10-ft dish. At the first of 
the year, approximately—Jan. '82 — 
SatCom 1, which is the most popular 
satellite, will have all its major people 
on it move over to SatCom 3, a replace-
ment satellite. I am sure most of you 
have heard about the satellite lost about 
1 year ago. That was going to do that 
function. Well, now they are launching 
another one, right around November, 
operational in January. So what will 
happen is, just the fact that it is newer, 
it will be much better than SatCom 1, 
and even in this area we will be able to 
get by with a 10-ft dish. The point is that 
eventually a 10-ft dish will become the 
center of the market. For here and today, 
when we are selling a system in the $7-
8-9,000 price category, we can't tell a 
customer (to) wait until January, when 
he'll look better. So we put a 13-ft dish 
on some of the other satellites—mainly 
Weststar 1, Weststar 3, and Comstat 2. 
They are much newer satellites. Their 
footprint is much stronger and 10-ft goes 
very well with those. That is another thing 
to look out for. If you are looking at other 
people's gear, find out which satellite 
they are looking for. The real judge of 
the industry is Satcom 1. It is the weakest, 
but it is the most popular. A lot of guys 
will put the dish on Weststar and make 
it look like a million bucks, and if you 
are not familiar with the headings, and 
you don't know what you are looking at, 
you will say you saw a beautiful picture 
on a 10-ft dish. Maybe, but not on the 
satellite that most of your customers are 
going to want—so again, that is why we 
sell the 13 for this area. We recommend 
the 10-ft for outside of Florida, anywhere 
generally north. The ideal spot in the 
country would be the Midwest. That is 
where your satellite signal is strongest. 
There are several reasons why they 

perform better: No. 1, the meager 5-watt 

signal on satellite is centered on a market 
area and centered on the U.S. But there 
is more reason to it. It has to do with 
earth noise. As you get your dish turned 
away from the earth, you get away from 
ground noise and you get better recep-
tion. That is why New England is one 
of the bad spots. There, you have an 
angle that runs generally 10 to 11 de-
grees—again we are talking about Sat-
corn, let me make that clear—the reason 
why we use Satcom is because it is the 
most popular. Eventually, when it is re-
placed, these problems won't be as acute. 
In New England, you are looking at 
10 to 11 degrees look angle, and your dish 
doesn't get off the horizon very much. 
It is looking across a lot of territory, so it 
picks up earth noise and it goes through 
a lot of atmosphere. Now here in Flor-
ida, we are at 25 degrees and that helps. 
That brings us to another point. There 

are areas in the country where you have 
microwave interference and you would 
have no way of knowing. It is generally 
in the urban areas, but it could also be 
. .. let's say a customer comes to you 
that is out on a ranch and he looks like 
he is on a good clear spot. There may 
be a microwave link that you can't see 
going from one city to another right over 
his property. And you make this deal— 
you sell the earth station. Fine, before 
you put that thing in the ground, you 
better make sure you are not going to 
have microwave interference. Write for 
coordination of the site—you can write 
Washington and they will give you all 
this baloney—it will take 3 or 4 months 
to get a printout of the area. And even 
that is not conclusive; it may tell you that 
there may be interference, so check fur-
ther. So, the best thing to do is have a 
dish on a trailer as a demonstrator and 
as a check-out. Then, roll it out and take 
a look. If everything looks clean, the 
customers have seen it in their yard and 
know what kind of reception to expect— 
they know what it is going to look like 
sitting there relative to their house—that 
helps, too, because it is one thing to see 
it in your shop, but you get it to their 
house, they may look at it and say they 
don't want it in their yard. 
What we do here at Towers is ask the 

people for a small application fee—gen-
erally $100 in the Tampa Bay area, and 
for that we roll our dish out and check 
the site. We also make sure we are not 
going to hit a tree or a lot of buildings 
in the way. You must understand that it 
is an absolute pinpoint thing, there is no 
such thing as bending it around a tree 
a little bit like with a regular antenna. 
There is only one spot, period. If some-
thing is in the way, it is going to affect 

it. You are also making the customer 
make a commitment. What we do is take 
their $100 fee, and they understand that 
that applies toward the purchase of their 
system if the system works out in their 
house. If we get to their house and it 
works fine, but they decide they just don't 
want to spend that kind of money, then 
their $100 is waived for the cost of us 
doing this. On the other hand, if it works 
out, then the $100 goes toward the pur-
chase of the system. And that has worked 
out very well. We haven't had one not 
take it, and there have been no problems 
with anybody. It is really the clincher, 
because generally whenever we can we 
go in and run the lead right into their 
present TV and let them look at it in their 
house, because people think that you 
have got something special on your TV 
that makes it look good. You roll that 
dish out and hook it to their set and let 
them see the kind of programs—it really 
does kind of clinch it. 
Again, if this is the kind of thing that 

you want to do, No. 1, you have to believe 
that there is a market there. There may 
or may not be in your area. Maybe it is 
beyond what you think you can do—it 
really isn't. It is really quite simple once 
you know the basics. The basics are 
very important, and it is something that 
I have learned by the seat of my pants, 
but I like that in a way because I can 
count on myself. I don't have all the 
technical terms that someone may be 
looking for, but I can tell you what will 
work and what won't and give you a nuts 
and bolts answer why it may not work. 
We have learned things about feed as-
semblies that work best, what length of 
cable, what type of construction material, 
what type of rotor. These things could 
possibly keep you from going through 
all of this, because there is a lot of junk 
on the market. Once you get it down 
here in Florida, it is a good test area 
because the signal is low. Sometimes 
the receivers that will work in some parts 
of the country won't work in the weak 
signal area. 

Questions and answers 

Question: In terms of installing the unit 
and the use that a person makes of it— 
do you have a release in your application 
that a customer signs? 
Answer: I don't use one because ac-
cording to my attorney, I don't need one 
now, because we are not the ultimate 
user and we are not the builder. .. . we 
are the in-between; we are the supplier. 
What I have done is in our brochure 
here—it says: "Certain programs are 
protected by copyright law; viewing of 
copyright programming may require a 
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license." The reason I put that in there 
is the only people that ever responded 
to our ad were Showtime, and they asked 
us very nicely to put that in there. We 
do recommend that our customers join 
an organization called SPACE. It is the 
Society for Private and Commercial Earth 
Stations. It costs $25.00 a year. It is an 
association of people to protect your 
rights for having private earth stations, 
and they have a newsletter each month 
to let you know what kind of legislation 
they are fighting. Big companies like 
Channel Master are getting behind it, to 
show that they are lobbying hard in this. 
And I think what it is going to come down 
to, when it comes to the nature of people 
like HBO and Showtime that won't deal 
with the public, the FCC is going to say 
to them "If you want us to do anything 
for you, you should accept a regional 

fee from these people equal to what you 
would sell it to a cable company for, and 
then if the people refuse to pay, you may 
have a civil matter." The way it has been 
right now, particularly in HBO and 
Showtime, they say they can't or won't 
deal with private market, and yet they 
want the government to do something 
about it. The government is going to say, 
"These people legitimately want to pay 
you. If you don't accept it, that is really 
your problem." But again, it is such an 
unpopular issue for them to go and chase 
somebody down for using something that 
will pick up signals that are falling on 
their house. They don't do that. I have 
heard it from the words of the people 
themselves—I am very tight with the 
people at the movie channel and Show-
time—and their feeling for the home 
is,"Hey, you are not hurting us and we 
know we can't technically deal with you, 
so we are not going to worry about it." 
But very strongly, they make it clear that 
if you go put an installation in where it 
is being reproduced to generate reve-
nue—be it a hotel or a bar—even if you 
are doing it just for entertainment, if you 

are charging (for) that (service) in one 
way or the other—whether it is an implied 
charge or a direct charge—when it in-
creases your business, then you have 
got a problem, because you are using 
their copyright material. 
Question: If you put in a system for public 
use, what type of red tape do you have 
to go through? 
Answer: The sports channels will gen-
erally deal with you and, as I understand 
it, ESPN formed a famous sports chan-
nel; if you contact them, and you're in 
a non-cable area, they will give you a 
rate based on what they figure the av-
erage sitting is in the establishment. Now 
I know in Tampa, they put one in a place 

called the Press Box, which is a bar and 
lounge that is geared toward the sporting-
type people, and they put a dish in there 
and got licensing for that one channel. 
Now there is nothing to keep that man 
from taking the dial and dialing the HBO 
Showtime, but basically he would be in 
violation. And ESPN's rate is very low. 
It is something like $2.20 for five years 
per user. That is what they charge the 
cable company. That is because they 
are commercially-sponsored. The reason 
other movie channels cost so much is 
because they have no other source of 
revenue. Take your other channels such 

as your super station like WGN Chicago 
and WTBS in Atlanta—they have com-
mercials. And because they do, they ask 
a very small fee. Ted Turner right now 
will give cable news network to most 
cable operating systems, just for the sake 
of keeping their name public. Of course, 
your movie channels do require training 
because it is a premium product, and it 
is not commercially-sponsored. I do know 
for a fact that certain channels will give 
a rate to a hotel and public viewing area. 
Movie channels tend not to. Now HBO 
has a deal with the Holiday Inns and 
they pay a group rate. Most Holiday Inns, 
you may have noticed, frequently have 
a dish. They made a deal with HBO a 
long time ago to provide in-room movies; 
but again, every room gets it and they 
don't charge for it. 
Question: I have two questions. I am 
interested in about how many home-type, 
non-commercial installations has your 
company made, and do you run into 
zoning problems with different neigh-
borhoods and the high-class sub-divi-
sions? Most of them will not allow a dish, 
I believe. 
Answer: We have put in 19 systems, 
only one of which was commercial. We 
put in a dish for Channel 10, which is 
one of the up-and-coming TV stations. 
It is one of the strongest stations in the 
South ... has the highest transmitter 
and all of that. It is an ABC affiliate. The 
latest thing is that they bought an earth 
station from us over a lot of other people's 
prices because we were able to beat 
the price by a lot—our reputation pre-
ceded us; we knew how to rig up just 
what they wanted. Here, we put in a 
commercial dish and they use if for re-
broadcasting and for special news; and 
if the ABC cable ever goes down, their 
dish is always sitting on the satellite that 
carries ABC, also, so it gives them a 
backup. When the other ABC affiliates 
go out, they are still on the air. 
The other 18 have been in homes. 

Only one now—the man is having a 
problem, and it wasn't because of a zon-

ing restriction, but because he told us 
his lot line was a certain place and it 
wasn't. Now that is up to him; he built 
it too close to his lot line. In the Clearwater 
area, for example, there is a sub-division 
called Countryside that restricts outside 
antennas. Other than that, nobody has 
pulled a permit problem that I know of. 
We are treating it as an outdoor antenna, 
and so far we haven't had any problem. 
In the exclusive areas it has worked out 
even better. We are working on an area 
now called Kent Place, in Clearwater, 
which is a place where homes start at 
$300,000 and a minimum of a 21/2-acre 
tract. They are not big enough to be 
cable, they are not in an area where 
cable is available, and we are going like 
hot cakes there. There, the people have 
so much yard available, and they are 
the kind of people who have a tennis 
court and a pool and all that stuff. 
Question: I can understand this, but I 
am talking about sub-divisions with 
maybe $200,000 homes on 100-foot lots, 
and in the local area a lot of these sub-
divisions have restrictions against un-
sightly things ... some of them even 
against outside TV antennas, towers, or 
transmitters. 
Answer: Obviously, that would be a 
problem to check into. One thing that 
has worked very well—our lowest-price 
system in our catalog is a $3900 system 
with a spherical reflector. The advantage 
to it is its low cost, because it is a wire 
mesh reflector that the customer or you 
have to put together. Also, it looks a lot 
like the backstop for a baseball game 
or a trellis. You can grow flowers on it. 
I can't say it is great, but it is easy to 
camouflage. 

It is the only thing that you can really 
put on a roof. Be careful of people that 
want to put dishes on their roof—they 
think that is the place for it, but it's not. 
A 10-foot dish is going to have a great 
wind loading factor. Ten-foot and 12-
foot dishes are available in wire mesh. 
We are looking at a petal-shaped wire 
mesh dish that possibly would go on the 
roof because of the fact that each panel 
is ventilated. Right now, the only thing 
we have ever put on a roof is the 12-
foot wire mesh spherical, and again, it 
disappears very well. In a yard, you could 
back it right up to a hedge line and then 
the receiver has to be 15 feet out on a 
pole and it just looks like a small post 
with a small tripod about the size of a 
camera. 

This is as far as we can go this month. 
Part II of this talk covers low noise amp-
lifiers, receivers, antennas, mounts, and 
a number of other topics. IT'D 
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Central station 
monitoring 
What and why 

Central Station monitoring 
should be an important part of 
your sales pitch. It can be 
profitable today and ensures 
continued profit in the future. 
Why? Read on! 

By Walter H. Schwartz 

The basic concept of central station 
monitoring is very simple. The alarm 
system protecting a residence or busi-
ness is connected, usually by wire but 
sometimes by a radio link, to a remote 
monitor position, normally manned con-

stantly. You can set up a system to do 
this for your customers, or you can con-
tract with an outside company to monitor 
them. But there can be much more to 

the services of a central monitoring sta-
tion than simple monitoring. 
Physically, in the simplest arrange-

ment, the central monitoring station is 
connected to the protected premise's 
alarm system through a pair of wires, 

possibly installed directly but probably 
leased from the phone company (sub-
voice-grade lines are all that is neces-
sary). With the increasing cost of phone 
lines and the apparent reluctance of the 
phone company to supply them for alarm 

purposes, most systems use the stand-
ard telephone connections and tape or 
digital dialers. 
A variety of central station monitoring 

equipment is available using direct wire 
connection, dialed access, or now, CATV 
cable system cables. So you can, if you 
have the capital, go into the monitoring 
business yourself. You will need a con-
venient location at which all the lines 
can terminate and most costly, someone 
to monitor the receivers twenty-four hours 
a day, seven days a week without fail. 
As a consequence of this need for 

people to constantly monitor, most in-
stallers/dealers use the services of a 

EXIT 

(courtesy 3M) 
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Table I 

Alarm monitoring services 

Amcest 
333 West St. George Ave. 
Linden, NJ 07036 
800-631-7370 

Emergency 24 
4223 W. Irving Park Rd. 
Chicago, IL 60641 
800-621-4113 

Knightwatch 
521 Chestnut St. 
Cedarhurst, NY 11516 
800-645-2190 

Nationwide 
4831 78th St. 
Brooklyn, NY 11209 
800-221-0826 

3M 
Safety and Security Systems 
223-3N 3M Center 
St. Paul, MN 55144 
800-328-1009 

This list is intended to be representative 
only and lists only a few major national 
monitoring services. Local services and 
regional services exist in many areas. 

regional or national monitoring service. 
Not too long ago local monitoring was 
all that was available—direct connections 
to a nearby central monitoring station or 
the police. Now the use of WATS lines 
means that the use of a nationwide cen-
tral monitoring service is available any-
where telephone lines reach, without the 
expense of special lines or special tele-
phone charges. These nationwide central 
monitoring services, in effect, wholesale 
their services to you, the dealer installer. 
When an alarm occurs, the digital dialer 
at the protected premises calls the mon-
itoring service via an 800 number (in-
coming WATS), and the monitoring ser-
vice responds by calling the local police 
or fire department or other number its 
instructions indicate. (System signals can 
be coded to indicate the nature of the 
alarm—break-in, fire, other environ-
mental control malfunction.) 
A central monitoring service keeps 

complete records of all alarms and of 
the response made for its own protection 
as well as yours. 
So what is central monitoring besides 

a feature to sell your customer? It is, as 
the national sales manager of one of the 
better known of the national central 

monitoring services repeats with great 
emphasis, residual income. If any of you 
close down your business today your 
income ceases. It is dependent upon 
your day-to-day business activity—no 
new business—no income. But—if over 
the last ten years you have sold a thou-
sand alarm systems and have sold each 
a continuing contract central monitoring 
and perhaps maintenance, at $15 per 
month, you continue to have an income 
of $15,000 per month even if you never 
sell a new system again! Perhaps more 
realistically, even if you sell only a couple 
of hundred systems which maintain their 
monitoring contracts, you can have a 
cash flow of two or three thousand dollars 
each month which is not particularly 
dependent upon the ups and downs of 
day-to-day business. It is like being able 
to sell your TV customers perpetual ser-
vice contracts. (The cost of central mon-
itoring, to you the dealer, can vary de-
pending upon the number of account 
services, the service used, and many 
other factors, from a low of apparently 
$2 per month to $6-$8 per month). 
But that is not all there is to the services 

of the central monitoring company. Many 
of them offer much more. The agreement 
between the dealer and the monitoring 
services can vary from a closely con-

trolled franchise to a very loose ar-

rangement requiring only payment of the 
monitoring service's fees. 
Several of the national monitoring 

services offer extensive business and 
technical assistance. They will supply 
sales training and then supply you with 
sales information and materials to help 
you sell the alarm installation and the 
monitoring contract. (At least one has a 
portable demonstrator so you can show 
the customer exactly how the system 
would work and how the monitoring ser-
vice would respond.) The monitoring 
service with its wide experience may well 
be able to help you evaluate equipment 
and make your buying easier. Some will 

help you with your system design, layout, 
and estimating. The monitoring service 
probably also can advise you on your 
insurance coverage, on business prac-
tices, advertising, all aspects of your 
business. The help available is not nec-
essarily proportional to the strength of 
the contract between you and the mon-
itoring service. Some of the monitoring 
companies with the least restrictive 
agreements at least claim to offer all 
such services. 
The major point of all this is: central 

monitoring should be part of every alarm 
system sale. Having a number of alarm 
maintenance monitoring contracts can 
be excellent for your cash flow. ETD 

THERE IS AN EASY WAY 
to do anything 

INCLUDING TV REPAIR 

The METS Dog-Catcher Series will not only 
show you the easiest way to troubleshoot most 
popular circuits, it will also give you a new 
outlook on electronics (one that is more effect-
ive). The D-C Series covers 41 different (popu-
lar) circuits at a cost of about $3.00 each. It 
explains how they work and also how to 
troubleshoot them most efficiently. Total cost 
— $121.95. 

We also publish an in-depth manual that 
covers almost all vertical circuits from tube-
type to the latest capacitance discharge cir-
cuits. It, too, explains how they work, why they 
fail and how to troubleshoot them. (Only 
$30.00). 

We would be more than happy to show you just 
how effective METS literature really is by 
sending you a sample. Simply send us your 
name and address and request a sample of the 
D-C Series. 

THE METS SYSTEM 

Box 8228  Amarillo, Texas  79109 

WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS 
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The philosophy 
of pricing* 
Double your rates 

Here is presented a logical 
case for what would happen 
if you did start to make a living 
wage. It is always easier, we 
realize, to tell you how to do 
things right than to do them 
right ourselves, but consider 
the following very seriously. 

By Dick Glass* 

You must be saved 

Yes, to make the decision to stop starving 
and to start enjoying the good life, you 
have to be SAVED. By that, we mean 
you can't just make the decision that 
you are going to quit kidding yourself 
about how fast you can make repairs, 
and about how many new TV's you will 
sell if you give service away, and how 
you will give your techs a raise . . . JUST 
AS SOON AS THEY START GETTING 
MORE EFFICIENT. First you must go 
BANKRUPT, or watch your wife leave 
and marry a $15 per hour postal worker, 
or realize your dumb 19 year-old kid is 

making $10,000 dollars more per year 
than you. After you have wasted much 
of the best parts of your life wishing that 
your wonderful personality would get you 
a lot of totally dedicated customers; after 
you have worked 12-hour days, all of 
your Saturdays, many Sundays; never 
even considered taking more than a week 
or two in vacation time; after you realize 
you could have done better sweeping 
the floor in a local factory . . . then you 

'Reprinted from Management Update for August 
1981, from the Electronics Technician Association, 
International. 

Hourly 
Service  # of Calls 
Rate  Per Week 

Total Labor 
Income 

Gross Profit 
Per Call 

Weekly 
Gross 
Income 

$20 

$30 

$40 

$50 

20 

20 

17 

13 

$400 

600 

640 

650 

.00 

9.00 

19.00 

29.00 

.00 

180 

325 

377 

might be able, you might be conditioned, 
to considering the advantages of 
CHARGING ADEQUATE SERVICE 
RATES. 

Once you make the DECISION, you 
will realize these truths: 
1. Low-priced competition is good to 

have around, not a deterrent to profits 
in your shop. 

2. There is no logical reason that you 
should have lower service rates than 
Sears, RCA Service Company, IBM, or 
any other business that uses technical 
personnel. 
3. If your charges are lower than com-

petition, customers will consider your 
shop lower in ability and technical ex-
pertise. 
4. Higher prices TEND to discourage 

repair jobs on older, more-likely-to-be-
'TOUGH DOGS' TYPES OF EQUIP-
MENT. Your efficiency will be higher. 
5. Employee problems —employee 

tumover will cease to be a problem. 
Because consumer electronics ser-

vicers deal so closely with their cus-
tomers, they find that emotion has a great 
deal to do with how high their service 
charges are, rather than any scientific 

analysis of what rates SHOULD BE, or 
even where local COMPETITION is. 
Throughout the history of our business, 
pricing has been the number-one prob-
lem. It has caused shop owners to fail 
or to work most of their life for inadequate 

compensation. It has been such a prob-
lem that some have resorted to 'hiding' 
their service rates by trying to include 
extra profits in parts, nonexistent parts, 
or labor functions. The lack of income 
that has resulted from too-low service 
rates has been responsible for most of 
the ills that have been evident in the 
service business--problems like low pay 
for employee techs; no reserve funds to 
invest in merchandise and parts (which 
allowed the Radio Shack chain to step 
in and take over that part of the business); 
no funds to allow bigger and bolder ad-
vertising signs; no funds to allow help 
to wash the windows or clean up the 
store; no funds to allow for investment 
in new products (which allowed all of 
the speciality stores to step in and take 
over the CB, Video, Alarm, etc. etc. 
businesses); no funds to allow the tech-
nicians to be sent to training schools or 
the boss to business school; and more. 
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Competition 
The excuse for this plague has been: 
"My competition is so low I just can't 
increase my rates, even though I know 
they are too low."; "My customers are 
older people on retirement and social 
security—they just can't pay higher ser-
vice charges."; "How can you charge 
$90 to repair an $80 TV?" and "I just 
can't get any efficiency out of my service 
department." 
Inadequate service charges also 

caused a large number of shops to de-
cide that the answer to the problem might 
be in CUTTING COSTS rather than 
raising prices. After all, there are more 
ways than one to skin a cat! Since prac-
tically every shop I have become familiar 
with has already cut cost—TOO LOW— 
The only way to reduce them any further 
has been to attempt to reduce the prod-
ucts or brands serviced to a few, in hopes 
that familiarity and availability of repair 
parts will reduce time and labor expense. 
That works real well. On those few items 
you do service, you can be more efficient 
and thus keep the cost of service lower 
than you could servicing unfamiliar 
brands and models. It is also like going 
fishing with no bait. You have several 
advantages by doing this: You have no 
bait cost; you lose no lures; you spend 
little time cleaning fish, untangling lines 
or ... fishing. It's the same when you 
narrow your services. While you can be 
more efficient on one brand of TV, and 
it seems you are doing better, often the 
result is a long-term loss of customers, 
a weakening of your community image, 
and a feeling in your own mind that you 
have cleverly found a way to undercut 
the competition. 
If you are charging somewhere in the 

neighborhood of $25 or $30 per hour to 
perform electronic service, ask yourself 
if any of the above applies to you. 
There is another emotional reason 

service prices have remained too low 
over the years: that is the HOPE many 
dealers have that if they keep service 
rates low, customers will come back to 
them to purchase furniture or new sets. 
Since this does actually work—in an 
occasional instance—it appears to have 
some merit. However, since 80% of the 
customers have now defected to the 
discounters or anyone else who would 
give them a 'deal', that philosophy has 
proven to be a dud. It, too, has led to 
the downfall of many servicers. 
To think rationally about pricing, set 

up a chart as in Fig. 1 for your shop. Fill 
in the blanks with your best guesses or 
predictions. Be an expert. Try to antic-
ipate what will happen at the higher price 
levels. Even if your are now charging 

$40 per hour, you should make this fore-
cast regularly for your business. 
The shop in the chart has been charg-

ing $20 per hour for service work, trying 
to reduce the hourly losses by under-
paying the technician, and skimping on 
necessary overhead expenses. At that, 
the "total cost" to sent a tech out on 
calls or to perform in-shop repairs is over 
$20. So each time something is serviced, 
a larger loss results. Fortunately, the 
owner is wisely reducing advertising 
expenses—hence reducing the number 
of repair jobs. He is correct in doing this, 
since the more service work he does, 
the more he loses! 
Were he to increase rates to $30, he 

might anticipate a gross (not NET) profit 
of $9.00. He would not lose ANY legit-
imate repair work, since $30 is still below 
any of the serious competition. At $40, 
he would perhaps lose a "shopper" or 
two, but the financial advantage of this 
rate over the $30 rate is clear—it pro-
duces a 24% increase in gross profit, in 
addition to a lighter work load. 
At $50 per hour, the shop may find 

customers with older sets trying to find 
someone else to share their troubles with. 
Depending on the shop's sales ability, 
let's estimate we would actually lose 7 
of the original 20 jobs. We would lose 
these only if there were a lot of very-
low-priced shops in the area. With other 
prices what they are today on everything 
we buy, it is doubtful that seven jobs 
would be lost, but let's use if for illustration 
here anyway. 
Notice that even if 7 were lost, the 

profits are substantially higher than the 
$40 level. Even the $30 price provides 
$10,000 more dearly-needed dollars per 
year for the shop. The $50 price is $2800 
better per year than the $40 level, and 
while the total jobs are down only 35% 
from the $20 point, the actual work, be-
cause of the newer mix of sets, will be 
less than 50% of that needed for the 
$20 level type of repairs. 
Some keys to overcoming the 'pres-

sure' you feel from the community, rel-
atives, and friends (which depresses your 
prices) is as follows: 
1. Honestly estimate the 'worst case' 
anticipated losses in your shop. 
2. Keep an absolute record for a month, 
showing number of repair jobs turned 
down, jobs taken in, phone inquiries that 
resulted in a rejected repair, and any 
other info you think may bear on the 
price increase project. 
3. Stick to the price schedule explicitly. 
Don't start giving every other job a 'break'. 
The grocer, new truck dealer, post office, 
hospital, and gas station give you no 
break. rro 
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SINGER 
HE-8001 -no picture, replaced horiz. output tube fails....4/7 

SONY 
CRT-KV-5000, 5100-open heater(s)  10/9 
TV700-superimposed vertical images  2/7 
All models having coaxial anode caps-triple green picture 

1/6 

All models using 2SC1127 R-G-B (video) output transistors 
4/7 

SYLVANIA 
B10-6-no sound, screen lights but immediately goes dark 

2/7 

D-12-9-no vertical or horizontal sync  6/15 
D19-blooming when color control turned up  3/14 
E06-2-VHF channels above 6 weak with beat pattern...4/7 
E08-tripler frequently shorts out  3/14 
E10-no picture, circuit breaker kicks  6/14 
E21 -no sync or sync signal  5/7 
E483-remote keeps running, skips channels, snow  3/14 

TRUETONE 
20C2063-no raster, sound ok  5/7 

ZENITH 
12Al2C2-vertical jitter, lack of vertical control  1/7 
16Z8C50-vertical won't hold  9/10 
17FC45-horizontal jitter, varies when moving brightness 
control  1/7 

19CC19-no picture, sound ok, HV ok  1/7 
19DC22-no vert, sync; video processor, horiz. sync  
ok  4/7 

19FC45-incorrect interlacing at top & bottom picture, middle 
ok  1/7 

19GC45-circuit breaker opens, yoke appears to burn .1/7 
19GC45-insufficient vertical sweep  1/7 

19HC 50/55-dim picture  1/7 
19JC60Z-channel 2 on 2, 3, & 4; 2's sound on 6; no other 
reception  1/7 

19HC50-no color sync and horizontal phase shift  10/9 
20CC50-no picture  1/7 
20XIC38-dark, negative-like picture  5/7 
23DC14-horizontal streaks in picture  10/9 
25JC49-no NV, sound ok  9/10 

MISCELLANEOUS 
TV pattern generator using VCR  3/14 
Servicing microprocessor-controlled products .. 7/5 and 9/10 

Television 
CCTV, low-cost  7 14 
Magnavox micro-tune troubleshooting  8 30 

Rental TV  10 16 
Satellite TV  12 20 

Test instruments 
Audio shorts locater, Model 3PX210 Toneohm, Three 
Phoenix  4/49 

Capitance selector, portable  6/43 
DMM, Model HD-100, Beckman  9/49 
DMM, Model 255, Data Precision  4/51 
DMM, Model 945, Data Precision  9/49 
DMM, Model 274, Eico  5/56 
DMM, Model MX333, Hickok  2/46 
DMM, Model 135, Keithley  1/52 
DMM, Model 467, Simpson  1/51 
DMM, Model 467, Simpson  3/52 
DMM, Model TM354, Thandar  6/41 
DMM, Model 2380, United States  5/56 
DMM, Models 6502 and 6504, Weston  8/36 
DMM, probe  11/46 

DVOM, Models 3400 and 4000, Triplett  1/50 
Distortion meter, automatic  5/54 
Fiber optic converter  10/45 
Field strength meter  4/50 
Frequency counter, IM-2420, Heath  5/55 
Function generator, Model 528, Exact Electronics  10/44 
Function generator, Model 607, Exact Electronics  9/50 
Function generator, Model 1000A, Krohn-Hite  9/52 
Function generator, Model 1200A, Krohn-Hite  6/42 
Function generator, Model 420, Simpson  3/52 
Impedance and multifunction meter, Model IMF-600, IET 
Labs  2/53 

Logic probe tester  11/46 
Logic timer detector, Model LTD-1, Practical 
Technology  9/52 

Monitor, oscilloscope, TV  7/38 
Monitor, service  5/54 
Noise analyzer, Model NA-1, Pacific Accessory  9/52 
Noise detector, power line  11/46 
Oscilloscope, Model 5531, Kikusui  6/41 
Oscilloscope, Model 6100, Kikusui  7/38 
Oscilloscope, Model LBO-517, Leader  6/38 
Oscilloscope, Model 14D-10, Scopex  6/40 
Oscilloscope, Model SC60, Sencore  2/52 
Oscilloscope, Model SC60, Sencore  4/48 
Oscilloscope, Model 454, Simpson  3/52 
Oscilloscope, Model 540M, Soltec  5/50 
Oscilloscope, Model 2215, Tektronix  9/46 
Oscilloscope, TV monitor, MModel 0S3350/5, Gould  7/38 
Power meter, Hall effect, hand-held  11/46 
Power source, digitally programmable  11/45 
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Prescaler, Model TP600, Sinclair-Thandar  2/52 
Semiconductor analyzer, Models PMA 2 and PMA 3, UWC 

10/44 
Service monitor, battery  5/54 
Signal generator, CATV  6/43 
Signature analyzer, Model SA-1010, B&K Precision....11/45 
Signature pattern producer, Dynatracer, Non-Linear 
Systems  9/51 

Temperature probe, Model TP20, Hickok  2/46 
Test patern generator, signal source 1209, Visual Information 
Institute  6/42 

Voltage reference standard  10/45 
WOW/flutter analyzer, Model 1600, BPI  1/51 
(Also see article on the Electronic Distribution Show.)..  7/32 

Tools and equipment 
Cases  8/37 
Circuit boards, prototype kit  11/40 
Compact truck body  6/40 
Microfiche reader  11/40 
PC board power etching system  4/49 
PC board repair kit  2/53 
PC board service kit  1/53 
PCB repair system, portable  4/49 
Pick-up truck cargo rack  2/53 

Prototype kit, circuit boards  11/40 
Work benches  1/52 
(Also see article on the Electronic Distribution Show.) 7/32 

Video (except TV) 
Games, TV  2/18 
VCR's  1/40 

WHAT IS IT WORTH 
to learn how to analyze 

ANY CIRCUIT  

To be able to recognize 

— AT A GLANCE — 
• How it works 

• Which parts will fail 

• Why they will fail 

• Exactly what each part does 

• How each part works 

and 

HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT IT 

without expensive equipment 

Is it worth $89.00 to you? If so, we would like to send you 

a free 2-page sample of "Digital Thinking" 

—  Internationally Acclaimed — 

"as the world's most revolutionary, simplified approach 
to a common sense understanding of electronics" 

- Send your name and address to D-T sample - 

THE METS SYSTEM 

Box 8228  Amarillo, Texas  79109 

Circle No. 114 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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Video servicing for the 80's  9/22 

What's new 
Electronic distribution show,  7/32 

Aricle title index 
AC theory, basic  3/40 
AC theory, II  4/35 
Alarm installation  8/12 

Alarm system troubleshooting  10/40 
Alarm system troubleshooting, II  11/31 

CCTV, low-cost  7/14 
CET quiz  1/48 
CET quiz, II  2/44 
CET quiz, Ill  3/26 
CET quiz, IV  4/42 
CET quiz, V  5 38 
CET quiz, VI  619 
CET quiz, VII  7/35 
CET quiz, VIII  8,15 
CET quiz, IX  1138 
Capacitors, all about  4/16 
Central Station Monitoring  12/32 
Computech  10,43 

Computer for your business?  11/16 
Downlead losses  4/25 
Electronic distribution show  732 
Electronic security  6/37 
Emitter followers  1.36 
Functional analysis  2/40 
Games, TV  2/18 
Institutional alarm system  3,36 
Intrusion detectors  4/20 
Intrusion detectors  5/42 
Inventory control  1/20 

Magnavox micro-tune troubleshooting  8/30 
Microprocessor troubleshooting  7/28 
Microprocessor update  1/16 
Microprocessor update, ll  2/35 
Microwave sensors  1/24 
Minimum effort troubleshooting (METS)  7/37 
Operational amplifiers  6/32 
Operational amplifiers, II  8/17 

Operational amplifiers, III  9/35 
Operational amplifiers, IV  10/34 

Operational amplifiers, V  11;34 
The Philosophy of Pricing  12/34 
Rental TV  10/16 
Residential alarm system design  3/20 
Residential security system design  6/20 
Residential security system design II  7/16 
Residential security, III  9/19 
Residential security system (A)  9/14 
Satellite TV  12/20 
Scope techniques, dual trace  5 20 
Security Insecurity  1216 
Security system bidding  5/40 
Semiconductor substitutions  4/44 
Semiconductor substitutions, II  5/26 
Service vans  2/24 
TV antennas and transmission lines  10/20 
TV antennas, part II  11/18 
Television to security (from)  6/16 
Time constants, understanding  5/46 
VCR's  1/40 
Video servicing for the 80's  9/22 
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7 very good reasons to try 
Electronics Book Club 
Blue Ridge Su mmit, PA 17214 

• Reduced Member Prices.Save up to 75% on books sure to 
increase your know-how 
• Satisfaction Guaranteed. All books returnable within 10 
days without obligation 
• Club News Bulletins. All about current selections—mains. 
alternates, extras—plus bonus offers. Comes 14 times a year 
with dozens of up-to-the-minute titles you can pick from 
• "Automatic Order". Do nothing, and the Main selection 
will be shipped automatically! But ... if you want an Alter-
nate selection—or no books at all—we'll follow the instruc-
tions you give on the reply form provided with every News 
Bulletin 
• Continuing Benefits. Get a Dividend Certificate with every 
book purchased after fulfilling membership obligation, and 
qualify for discounts on many other volumes 
• Bonus Specials. Take advantage of sales, events, and 
added-value promotions 
• Exceptional Quality. All books are first-rate publisher's 
editions. filled with useful. up-to-the-minute info 
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ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB 
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214 I 

Please accept my membership in Electronics Book Club and 
send the 6 volumes circled below, plus a free copy of the 
1982 Electronics Projects Calendar I understand the cost of 
the books selected is $2.95 (plus shipping/handling). If not 
satisfied. I may return the books within ten days without 
obligation and have my membership cancelled. I agree to 
purchase 4 or more books at reduced Club prices during the 
next 12 months, and may resign any time thereafter. 
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BULLETIR 
BOARD 

Products for the commercial sound 
contractor are the subject of a new 
catalog from Quam-Nichols Company. 
The eight-page commerical sound cat-
alog lists Quam's background music, 
public address, intercom and outdoor 
loudspeakers, as well as its line-matching 
transformers and ceiling baffles. The 
catalog includes complete technical 
specifications and physical configuration 
information on each product, so the 
sound contractor can easily determine 
the best units for a particular application. 
Quam offers a broad line of commc,Icial 
sound products which reportedly meet 
all pertinent EIA standards, including the 
EIA RS-426 power standard, and each 
carries EIA service guarantees. All are 
manufactured in the United States of 
America. All products listed in the new 
catalog, including speaker/ transformer/ 
baffle combinations, factory-assembled 

at no extra charge, are available for im-
mediate delivery from stock. 
Circle No. 160 on Reader Inquiry Card 

Leader Instruments Corporation recently 
announced the availability of its new 
1981-82 catalog. The 48-page, compre-
hensive catalog includes detailed de-
scriptions, specifications, photographs, 
and pertinent charts and illustrations of 
over 70 products including oscillo-
scopes, frequency counters, digital 
multimeters, function generators, and 
video and audio test instruments. 
Announced in the new catalog are ten 
new products. Included is reportedly the 
only vectorscope in the industry with CRT 
generated vector targets, an X-Y display 
module that can be customized to O.E.M. 
user needs and requirements, and a CRT 
display designed for use in microwave 
swept frequency measurements, a CATV 
level meter and an audio frequency re-
sponse test set. 
Circle No. 161 on Reader Inquiry Card 

A new, fully illustrated, 40-page catalog 
describing more than 75 films, slide 

programs, and books for use by law 
enforcement agencies, security ex-
ecutives, alarm companies and edu-
cational facilities is now available from 
Charles S. MacCrone Productions, Inc. 
Included in the catalog are 9 films or 
Residential Crime Prevention, 14 films 
on Commercial Crime Prevention, and 

7 films covering Community Crime Pre-
vention. Also included are films on Ex-
ecutive Protection, which are available 
with Arabic, French, Spanish, and En-
glish sound tracks. The new catalog also 
features 25 Roll Call Training Films (in-

cluding five new films on Forensic Sci-
ence), films on Drugs and Alcohol, as 
well as Slide Programs on Crime Pre-
vention and several new books. Infor-
mation on film rental programs, preview 
policies, film repairs, and prepaid preview 
order forms are included. 
Circle No. 162 on Reader Inquiry Card 

The "whats" and "whys" of True RMS 
for Beckman Instruments, Inc. 's line of 
digital multimeters are answered in a 
new brochure. Primarily, it addresses 
the question: Do you think an RMS cal-
ibrated meter is as functional as an RMS 
responding meter? In passing, have you 
wondered what the advantages of ac + 
dc coupled True RMS measurements 
are? These questions and many more 
about True RMS measurement are an-
swered in the brochure. 
Circle No. 163 on Reader Inquiry Card 

A new, 44-page catalog giving complete 
details of its greatly expanded line of 
capacitors and resistors is now avail-
able from Capar Components Corpo-
ration. In addition to describing numerous 
new capacitor and resistor products, the 
catalog details the extended range of 
the company's lines of electrolytic, film, 
and ceramic capacitors, as well as its 
design engineer kits consisting of se-
lected capacitances and voltages of 
various types of capacitors. 
Circle No. 164 on Reader Inquiry Card 

A new line of quartz crystals specifi-
cally designed for microprocessor 
applications and reportedly exhibiting 
low series resistance, tight frequency 
settings, stable frequency tolerance over 
the temperature range, and excellent 
long-term stability, is now being man-
ufactured by the Capar Components 
Corporation. All standard frequencies are 
available from stock, and the company 
will manufacture specials to any desired 
frequency, or to any specifications. 
Circle No. 165 on Reader Inquiry Card 

Westinghouse Electric Corporation has 
completed the updating of its motor li-
brary with the addition of a new catalog 
covering small motors from 1/12 to 5 
horsepower. Compiled by the corpo-
ration's small motor division, the catalog 
incorporates both stock and non-stock 
ratings for the entire fractional motor line. 
Catalog 2820 provides both heating, 

ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) 
replacement motor and general purpose 
motor sections. The entire HVAC section 
has tinted pages for quick reference. It 
includes a shaded pole and permanent 
split capacitor replacement application 
guide. In addition, the HVAC section 
features specific photo indentification of 
each motor style and applicable dimen-
sion drawings on the same page as the 
motor listings. 
Catalog 2820 is filled with motor 

specifications, including horsepower, 
rpm, volts, frame size, bearing infor-
mation, thermal protection guides, am-
perage, catalog and style numbers, 
weights, dimensions, and list prices. 
Catalog numbers and style numbers are 
cross-referenced. Installation, start-up, 
and operating instructions are included, 
as are connection diagrams. 
Circle No. 166 on Reader Inquiry Card 

A new consumer information booklet— 
"Video—Your New Window On The 
World", is now available from the Elec-
tronic Industries Association's Consumer 
Electronics Group. The 24 page, 2 color 
booklet offers the consumer a full ex-
planation of products available as "viewer 
controlled television," such as the video 
cassette recorder, videodisc player, sat-
ellite TV, cable, and other forms of sub-
scription TV. Major formats of VCR's 
(video cassette recorders) and videodisc 
players are explained along with various 
features of the systems, and the booklet 
contains 45 tips on "getting the most 
from your VCR." A section on "enjoying 
your video camera" is included. New 
video transmission systems—cable and 
satellites—are profiled and other uses 
for the TV screen such as video games 
and personal computers are covered. 
Video information services that should 
be available in the next few years, in-
cluding Teletext and Viewdata, are de-
fined for the consumer. New develop-
ments in TV sets are reviewed, including 
the growth of both small screen and large 
projection TV models. The booklet also 
has a section on antennas. 
Proper care of video equipment and 

tapes is suggested for the consumer and 
the importance of the product warranty 
is explained. Suggestions on service and 
service contracts are part of the valuable 
contents of this new EIA/CEG booklet. 
Copies in quantity are available from 
Electronic Industries Association/Con-
sumer Electronics Group, 2001 Eye 
Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20006, 
at costs of: 2-99 copies are 15e each; 
100-499 copies are 100 each; over 500 
copies are available on request. 
Circle No. 167 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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BOOK  
REVIEWS 

The first item this month is not a book, 
but is a video tape. Sentrol, Inc., the 
switch manufacturers have produced a 
video cassette titled Residential Appli-

cations. This tape closely parallels Sen-
trol's security book Applications Notes 
for Magnetic Contracts. The tape shows 
clearly how to install switches in almost 
any imaginable application. Magnetic 
switches can be used easily with wood 
frame windows and wood doors. Less 
obvious is their use with aluminum frame 
windows and doors, with chain link fence 
gates, with car doors and other steel 

doors. The tape's advantage over a book 
is its full step-by-step demonstrations. 
Both the book and the video cassette 
are available from Sentrol, 10831 S.W. 

Cascade Blvd., Portland, OR 97223. 

A second edition of Charles Sippl's 
Microcomputer Dictionary has recently 
been published by Howard W. Sams. 
This, or a similar volume, will be indis-

pensable to all of us learning to work 
with microcomputers. A great problem 
is the new language we must learn. In-
itials and acronyms abound in the com-

puter field and endlessly confuse the 
inexperienced, as do ordinary words with 
new computer definitions. This dictionary 
appears to be very complete and ad-
ditionally includes appendices which 
explain the philosophy and applications 
of microprocessors and microcomputers. 
Microcomputer Dictionary by Charles 
J. Sippl, Howard W. Sams & Co., paper, 
606 p., $15.95 ISBN: D-672-21696-5. 

Microprocessors are used in instru-
mentation and control of industrial 
equipment and processes even more 
than in microcomputers. This requires 

not only logic circuitry, but analog signal 
processing and analog to digital and 
digital to analog converters—after all, 
the real world is analog. Temperature, 
pressure, motion and many other vari-
ables must be sensed, and motors, po-
sitioners and heaters and other devices 
must be controlled. Microprocessors for 
Measurement and Control analyzes 
typical control and process functions and 
develops microprocessor programs to 
control these functions. Microprocessors 
for Measurement and Control, Auslander 
and Sagues, Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 
ISBN 0-931988-57-8, paper, 310 pages. 

IMPERIAL 
ALARM SCREENS 

• Provide full window opening 
protection 

• Custom made to fit any window 

• Versatile - can be used with hard 
wire and RF installations 

• Insulated circuit wire at 4" intervals 
sound alarm when cut & reed switch 
in frame provides additional 

protection. 

"Quality Alarm Screens since 1957" 
U.L. Approved 

IMPERIAL SCREEN COMPANY, INC. 
5336 W. 145th STREET 

LAWNDALE, CALIF. 90260  • (213) 772-7465 

Circle No. 111 on Reader Inquiry Card 

INDUSTRIAL 
INTERCOMS 

FOR HIGH NOISE 
AREAS 

For many years ADCO intercoms have been a leading 
choice of U.S. industry to deliver clear, penetrating voice 
communication under the most severe conditions. 
Thousands are performing efficiently in areas of high noise 
... many where conventional intercom systems failed totally. 
Typical installations are in factory production zones, 

on loading docks, and in other outdoor areas—in saw mills, 
steel mills and foundries—on construction jobs and oil rigs. 
Regardless of weather, temperature or operating conditions. 
Each individual intercom unit is self-contained, 

transmitting an amplified signal to permit an unlimited 
number of stations over any distance. Installation is simple, 
practical: plug each unit into a power source and connect 
units together by ordinary 2-wire cable. 
Full range of AC and DC models available, as well 

as extreme temperature models and units compatible with 
existing sound-power systems. 

ATKINSON 
DYNAMICS 

A Division of Guy F Atkinson Company 
Section B 
10 VVest Orange Avenue 
South San Francisco, CA 94080 
Phone (415) 583-9845 

Circle No. 101 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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TEST 
IASTRUMEnT 

REPORT 

Eight scope 
traces! 

For logic troubleshooting 

By Walter H. Schwartz 

The timing relationships of digital signals 
in the various parts of a circuit can be 
very critical, and the ability to easily see 
these relationships can be valuable— 

essential—in troubleshooting. Multitrace 
oscilloscopes and logic analyzers are 
costly—most of us have only a dual trace 
scope available. So, what's the answer? 

One answer is Albia Electronics DM-12 
eight channel scope multiplexer. This 

little black box is much more than the 
low-priced gadget it might appear to be. 
Eight color-coded (standard color code) 
leads connect via miniature alligator clips 
to the various circuit points under test. 
The output goes to your scope. Trigger 
can either be internal or external (my 
scope was happiest with external trigger) 
and you now can see eight pulses or 
traces of pulses in accurate timing re-
lationship to each other. 

The DM-12 is made to accept TTL 
logic levels 2.4v high, .7v low, and a 
5.5v maximum. (Over this you run into 
trace separation problems. Its loading 
factor is that of one low power Schottky 
TTL load, and it reportedly will handle 
pulse rates to 3MHz. 
The DM-12 is inexpensive enough so 

that it would be logically an early addition 

to any shop entering the area of logic 
troubleshooting. 
Albia also offers a trio of accessories 
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for your DMM. At a modest price you 
can obtain capacitance, low ohms, and 
frequency measuring capabilities for 
almost any digital multimeter. These 

accessory units do have some limitations 
in accuracy but are probably accurate 
enough for most practical purposes. The 
frequency meter, DM-11, has a range 
of 5Hz to 100MHz, though its resolution 
is only 31/2 digits which, depending upon 
application, could be a significant limi-

tation. The ohms module, DM-10, allows 
you to measure resistance from 10 mil-
liohms to 20 ohms. It has the capability 
of nulling out lead resistance for accu-
rately measuring very low resistances. 

The DM-10 will allow you to measure 
the resistance of ground cables, trans-

former windings, and circuit board con-
ductors, etc. The last module of the three 
is the DM-8 capacitance meter. It will 
measure capacitance from 1pfd to 

20,000mfd to an accuracy of -± 5% of 
reading, ± 1 digit, ± 1pfd, and as with 
all the modules, the DMM used also limits 
the overall accuracy. It has a zero cal-
ibration control to allow zeroing out the 
test lead capacity. 

Each instrument comes with a brief 
but adequate instruction manual; it is 
useful to read them; millifarad meter 
ranges confused me; and the prices are 
modest. 
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Albia Electronics' test instrument accessories. For more information circle 150 on the Reader Service Card. 
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conTinumo 
EDUCAT1011 

REPORT 

Optoelectronics 
Fun from Heath 

Several months ago the Heath Company 
sent ET/D another of its Heath/Zenith 
Electronic Technology Series Optoe-
lectronics. It has taken us a little while 

to sit down and thoroughly evaluate but 
it has been worthwhile and enjoyable to 
do so. This course is designed to make 
the technician comfortable with the prin-
ciples of a variety of optoelectronic de-
vices: we feel it succeeds. It should give 
a understanding of basic optical terms 
and the optical spectrum. It covers light 

sources: lamps, LED's lasers, etc.; dis-
plays from character displays to cathode 
ray tubes; light reactive devices: photo 
cells, phototransistors, photodiodes, light 
activated SCR's, etc.; and the principles 
of fibers40optics. 
The explanation of the production of 

light, from whatever source is explained 
briefly but well, as are the principles of 
various light sources with the possible 
exception of lasers. Unfortunately the 
laser is so complex in overall operation 

compared to a light bulb that the cov-
erage simply suffers by comparison 
(perhaps Heath will offer a laser course 
complete with 0 kits?). 
The chapter on fiber optics is a good 

introduction but again as with the material 
on lasers it is only introductory; it will 
only wet your appetite (another chance 
for Heath and another course?). 
The Optoelectronics course includes 

the electronic components and instruc-
By Walter H. Schwartz  tions for seven experiments including 

one on fiber optic data transmission. As 
in all of the Heath courses the experi-
ments contribute a major portion of the 
courses' value. The experiments are 
when the technician (or ET/D's editors) 
develop a comfortable feeling towards 
the course material. Some of the ex-
periments seem very elementary but on 
nevertheless valuable; you may just learn 
something you hadn't thought about 
before. The experiments cover lamps, 
LED's, segmented displays, photocells, 
photodiodes and phototransistors, op-
tocouplers, and fiber optics; no, no lasers. 
The fiber optic experiment for example 
involv s operating an IR emitting diode 
with bursts of 1 KHz tune at a 3Hz rate; 
detecting this with a phototransistor and 
amplifying it to drive a speaker. Data 
sheets for all of the optoelectronic de-
vices used in the experiments are in-
cluded in an appendix and another ap-
pendix  contains  a gossary  of 
optoelectronic terms. 
We did not feel that Optoelectronics 

covered its material withthe depth that 
most of the Heath courses we've re-
viewed earlier did. But—it is admittedly 

a different sort of course; how can 
everything from lasers to fiber optics be 
covered in depth in one volume? This 
is a survey of optoelectronic devices; it 
gives you an introduction and an ex-
cellent introduction too. It leaves the way 
open for further study in several areas. 
We like it. We enjoyed it. 

Heath's Optoelectronics Course. For more information circle 154 on the reader service card. 
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Ultrasonic Vehicle Alarm 
Circle No. 130 on Reader Inquiry Card 

Burglar protection for vans, motor homes, 
cars, and trucks is afforded by Mountain 

West's Sonic Sentry. The Sonic Sentry 
is said to be triggered only by an actual 
intrusion, not a falling package, and 
sounds a 60-second horn blast. At the 
end of the 1-minute cycle, the Sonic 
Sentry resets itself, ready for the next 
intrusion. If the intrusion continues, so 
does the horn blast. Commercial appli-
cations include delivery trucks, sales 
fleets, demonstration vehicles, and semi-
trucks. Armed by a simple on-off switch, 
the 5-second entrance and 12-second 
exit delays allow the owner to deactiviate 
and activate the alarm without setting it 
off. According to the manufacturer, ad-
vanced ultrasonic technology keeps the 
unit from being affected by anything 
outside the vehicle, thereby minimizing 
false alarms. The unit measures 31/2" x 
31/2" x 1". 

Photoelectric Intrusion 
Detector 
Circle No. 131 on Reader Inquiry Card 

Arrowhead Enterprises recently intro-

duced the Series S6000 photoelectric 

intrusion detector. Its transmitter re-

portedly uses a cylindrical optic which 

develops a wide infrared beam horizon-

tally, but narrow vertically. This means 

the transmitter does not require align-

ment, and the optic is designed to elim-

inate "skip" or unintentional beam paths, 

according to the manufacturer. One or 

more receivers may be located up to 

100 feet away, and it is claimed only a 

screwdriver adjustment at the receiver 

is required to align the system. An au-

tomatic alignment verifying circuit in the 

receiver tells when the system is aligned 

with 75 percent cut-off. No alignment 
light or 75 percent cut-off tool is required 

for this system. The unit has a snap-out 

circuit and requires an input power of 6 

to 14v ac or dc. 

CCTV Preset Control 
Circle No. 132 on Reader Inquiry Card 

Vicon Industries, Inc., recently introduced 
a control unit that permits a single closed 
circuit television security camera to 

We'd like to alert you 
to our liability protection! 
FOR BURGLAR AND FIRE ALARM COMPANIES. 

Errors & Omissions • General Liability • Occurrence Form 

A-Rated Insuror. Have your broker contact: 

BAYLY, MARTIN & FAY, INC. 
P.O. BOX 17800 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78217 

Toll Free: 1-800-531-7205.1-800-292-5721 (Texas only) 

Circle No. 102 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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function as a sentry for up to eight remote 
locations. The V129-8PP preset position 
control unit is a product of computer 
technology. It allows up to eight operator-
selected pan, tilt, zoom, and focus set-
tings for different scenes to be instantly 
placed into memory with the push of a 
button. An alarm signal at any pre-se-
lected scene instantly returns the camera 
to that particular setting. Another feature 
of the V129-8PP is its ability, through 
pushbutton selection, to function in a 
completely operator-controlled manual 
mode. This manual override feature al-
lows positioning of the pan and tilt and 
zoom lens combination to any other 
scene—without disturbing the preset 
memory. 

Electronic Locking System 
Circle No. 133 on Reader Inquiry Card 

A new electronic locking system has 
recently been developed by ELS (Elec-
tronic Locking Systems) Limited of Lon-
don. Called the ELS System-Lock, it has 
reportedly been developed over the past 
two years and undergone an extended-

life test of over 250,000 locking opera-
tions. Its monitoring capabilities indicate 
door open or closed, locked or unlocked, 
and there is a timed door-open alarm 
so that should a door be jammed or held 
open for an unusual period, this will be 
indicated. All of these alarms can be 
relayed to a main control center. The 
unit is available in one mortice dead-
latching lock, activated by a two-wire 
communication link using a coded signal, 
which makes the lock tamperproof. The 
mortice lock also has all the features 
that would be required in a normal high-
security mechanical lock—resistance, 
hardened steel double-throw latch bolt, 
and deadlock latching. In addition, the 
ELS System-Lock is designed so that 
custom-built interlocks can be configured 
using its three standard components— 
the lock, power supply, and control 
module. It can be used with a simple 
push-button control or with any access 

control system—card, token, or digit 
based. On site, the ELS System-Lock 
can be set to be fail-locked or fail-safe. 
The latter facility enables interfacing with 



a fire alarm control panel so that in the 
event of fire, all doors open automatically. 

Heavy Duty Pan/Tilt 
Circle No. 134 on Reader Inquiry Card 

PeIco Sales, Inc., recently introduced 
the Model PT1250DC, a heavy duty pan 
and tilt, reportedly constructed to corn-

fortably operate with loads up to 100 lbs. 
High-torque dc motors with heavy duty 
adjustable worm gear final drive eliminate 
backlash and drifting and provide dy-
namic braking, according to the manu-
facturer. The PT1250DC is capable of 
auto-scan and variable-speed operation. 
The unit reportedly features easy access 
to all electrical and mechanical com-

ponents. Internal electrical connections 
are made through a "koil-kord" which is 
said to eliminate any wire fatigue during 
normal or auto-scan operation. All in-
ternal parts are said to be corrosion-
protected steel or aluminum and the 
external finish is a textured semi-gloss 
beige enamel. 

Wide Angle Lens 
Circle No. 135 on Reader Inquiry Card 

The Superwide is a 4.8mm auto iris lens 
recently introduced by Visual Methods, 
Inc., for low light level 2/3" CCTV and 
industrial TV cameras. The Model Al 
4816 with its 4.8mm focal length provides 
an angular field-of-view of 110 degrees 
diagonal, 96 degrees horizontal, and 75 

degrees vertical. A spot filter gives the 
Superwide a wide range of automatic 
light compensation from f/1.9 to f/360, 
making it especially effective with New-
vicon, Ultracon, and Chalnicon cameras, 
according to the manufacturer. Aperture 
is controlled through a sampling of the 
camera video signal output. The built-
in 12 vdc iris drive motor results in a 
small lens barrel diameter of 23/4 " (67mm) 
and overall lens length of 41/4" (105mm). 
The Superwide fits any standard "C" 
mount camera. 

Dialer Test Set 
Circle No. 136 on Reader Inquiry Card 

Salco Industries offers a battery-pow-
ered, portable instrument for testing dig-
ital dialers (of both major groups) as well 
as tape dialers. The Model 927 reportedly 
can be used to test dialers either on or 
off the telephone line. The unit is said 
to test dialers with Franklin, Sescoa, and 
Silent Knight Ademco formats; it se-

quentially displays the telephone number 
dialed (on or off the line) and account 
number and code; it generates dial, ac-
knowledge, and kiss-off tones and has 
a speaker amplifier for testing recorded 
tape transmissions of tape when testing 
on-line. The Model 927 alleviates the 

necessity of preliminary testing with the 
central station, although it is recom-
mended that final testing be done with 
the central station. 
Salco also makes available a number 

of other security products, including zone 
locaters, test sets, and battery-powered 
passive infrared sets. 

Perform power desoldering and 
anywhere. Depot. 
Service center. 
Mobile van. On-site. 
Anywhere! 
Operates on 
AC or 12 VDC. 

Systems for PCB Repair Anywhere.' 

9893 Brewers Court 
Laurel, Md. 20707, U.S.A. 
(301)490-9860. 
Telex 87446. 

Circle No. 121 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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Satellite Antenna 
Circle No. 140 on Reader Inquiry Card 

National Microtech, Inc., recently re-

ported that successful testing of its new 
Apollo X9 satellite antenna has been 
completed in Los Angeles, New York, 
and Florida. The design of this 9-foot 
satellite antenna reportedly allows high-
quality reception from the Sat-Corn I 
satellite in those areas usually requiring 
4 or 5 meter dishes. The X9 antenna is 
single-piece fiberglass construction in the 
shape of a diamond. This is said to 
maximize performance, while reducing 
the size of the antenna. The basic con-
cept of the X9 was to produce a one-
piece antenna for closer surface toler-
ances that could be shipped in a standard 
freight truck. 

Satellite TV Receivers 
Circle No. 141 on Reader Inquiry Card 

For those of you who might want to build 
your own TVRO receiver, a series of 

circuit boards is available from Robert 

M. Coleman. Coleman, one of the pi-
oneers in TVRO work, built a system 

from surplus for about $500 several years 
ago. Offered are circuit boards and some 

special components for low noise am-
plifiers, mixers, IF amplifiers, demodu-

lators, audio systems and control, as 
well as two books on satellite TV re-
ception, based on Coleman's experience. 

Earth Station Equipment 
Circle No. 142 on Reader Inquiry Card 

Antenna Technology Corporation man-
ufacturers a complete line of satellite TV 
antennas, receivers, LNA's, and other 

related components. Antennas are 
available in 3-meter and 5-meter di-

ameters with single, 90° switchable, 
continuous, or dual polarization. The 
company also features switchable and 
continuous feed; one model can be con-
verted from 90° switching to continuous 
rotation by changing a wire connection. 
Elevation and azimuth angles are ad-
justed via hand cranks or by optional 
low-voltage motor drives with LED dis-
play. 

M AKE SURE you get paid for every 
inch of wire sold 

EXACT MEASURING is a must when 
you retail coaxial cables, audio 
cables, and electronic/electrical 
wires. You can work confidently and 
quickly ... yet keep close control... 
with HYKON WIRE METERS and 
REELS set up on a counter or as a 
portable combo. Wire up to 1" dia-
meter pulls from stock through the 
meter onto take-up reel for neater 
delivery. Write for details or call us at 

AREA 216 821-2320 

M A N U F A C T U RI N G  C O. 
ET-161 East State Street  ALLIANCE, OH 44601 

Circle No. 110 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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TVRO Systems 
Circle No. 143 on Reader Inquiry Card 

A variety of satellite TV receiver systems 
and components with a wide range of 
pricing are available from Star View 
Systems. Star View offers parabolic 
reflectors from eight to twenty feet in 
diameter, several mounts, feed horns 
and supports, hardline, and low noise 

amplifiers and receivers by several 

manufacturers. Star View has a line of 

parts and accessories for both home and 
commercial systems, including trailer 
mounted demonstration systems. 

Satellite Earth Station 
Circle No. 144 on Reader Inquiry Card 

Microwave General Corporation recently 
introduced its Star Trac home television 
satellite earth station. The system com-

bines the company's Star Trac wireless 
remote control unit and its four-meter 
microwave antenna with a 120° Kelvin 

low noise amplifier and high performance 
receiver. Options to the basic system 
include a motorized polar mount and 
100°K or 80°K low noise amplifiers for 

use in weak signal areas. The Star Trac 
provides the buyer with a complete tel-
evision receive only (TVRO) system ca-
pable of accepting signals from all U.S. 
and Canadian satellites in domestic orbit. 
The Microwave General Star Trac an-
tenna is constructed of 12 die-stamped 
panels. All electronics in the system are 



mounted in a vault-like enclosure at the 
rear of the antenna to protect them from 
weather, interference, and theft The Star 
Trac wireless remote control unit used 
with the motorized polar mount allows 
the viewer to remotely focus the antenna 
on any of the domestic satellites from 
up to 200 feet from the antenna. This 

feature reportedly enables the user to 
control the antenna from any room in 
the house without cumbersome extra 
electronics in every room in which a tel-
evision set is located. This remote control 
unit contains the only electronics in the 
Star Trac system which must be kept in 
the house. According to the manufac-
turer, by pressing a button on the remote 
control unit, the user can tune to any 

transponder (channel) on any of the sat-
ellites currently in geostationary orbit. 
Channel numbers are displayed on the 
television screen for ease of reference 
when tuning the antenna from one tran-
sponder to another. The Star Trac system 
is packed in compact cartons, and the 
antenna can be assembled with no spe-
cial tools or training, the company claims. 

They also design and manufacture 
transmit/receive stations for commercial 
use. 

Low-Cost Dual Trace 
Oscilloscope 
Circle No. 145 on Reader Inquiry Card 

Scopex recently introduced its Model 
14D-10V oscilloscope developed pri-
marily for the video cassette/video disc/ 
television service market. The 14D-10V 
was evolved using the 14D-10 as the 
base, retaining all its features, and uti-
lizing available space on the front panel 
to add all the necessary controls required 
for the line-select functions. Its major 
new feature is the facility to trigger onto 
a video color waveform via an active TV 
sync separator and then select any line 
on the waveform, to reportedly enable 
easy and accurate alignment of the VCR, 

BETA, and video disc recorders. By 
pressing two push-buttons, the instru-
ment automatically triggers off the TV 
line and the operator can then, by means 
of a simple precision potentiometer, se-
lect each individual line of the TV wav-
eform. Taken against the conventional 

way—using a delayed timebase oscil-
loscope and the delay in adjusting its 

numerous controls, this is said to be a 
valuable time-saving aid to the techni-

cian. 

Satellite TV Equipment 
Circle No. 146 on Reader Inquiry Card 

A 3-meter antenna (solid or 5-piece fi-
berglass), polar mounts, and electronic 
rotation package by Satfinder Systems 
are now available. The electronic rotation 
package is pushbutton-controlled with 

digital display readout and an integrated 
LNA polarity control. The unit is pro-
grammable to fix the antenna on up to 
99 satellites; memory for these positions 

is retained even with power loss. 

SECURITY INSECURITY  
continued from page 19 
cover a claim. When choosing an in-
surance carrier, there are a few things 
to check. Just because you might not 

have heard of it doesn't mean it isn't any 
good. Ask your agent to explain the best 
system of insurance company rating, and 
then choose a high-rated company. 
Also, check into their "track records". 

Have they been writing this coverage 

for a long enough period of time? If so, 
they probably know what they are doing 
and will probably be writing this coverage 

for a long time to come. In other words, 
you should be looking for stability. In the 
last ten years, at least six insurance 
companies tried to write this class of 

business, but no longer do so. 
It is an ironic twist of circumstance 

that the security device industry is often 
most vulnerable and insecure in the case 
of its own financial protection. In order 
to cover yourself and your company from 
every possible angle, you must be dis-
criminating in your choice of agencies. 
Discuss these issues with your agent, 
regardless of the confidence you have 
in his judgment or ability to design an 
adequate program of coverage. Ulti-

mately, it is your responsiblity to educate 
your agent on the nature and liabilities 
of your business, or you will suffer in the 

event of loss or damage. Ignorance, as 
they say, is no defense in the eyes of 
the law, and small comfort in the face 

of loss. ET/D 
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RECHARGEABLE GEL-TYPE BATTERIES 

NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERIES 

BATTERY CHARGERS 

POWER-SONIC CORPORATION 

P.O. Box 5242. Redwood City, CA 94063 

Phone: 1415) 364-5001  Telex: 348400 

Circle No. 123 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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RATES: 60 cents per word (minimum charge, $20). 
Bold face word or words in all capital letters charged 
at 85 cents per word. Boxed or display ads charged 
at $75 per column inch (one inch minimum). 
Agency commissions will be given only when cam-
era-ready art is provided by agency. For ads using 
blind box number, add $5 to total cost of ad. Send 
ad copy with payment to Dawn Anderson, ELEC-
TRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, 1 East First Street, 
Duluth, MN 55802. 

BOX NUMBER REPLIES: Mail box number replies 
to: ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, Classi-
fied Ad Department, 120 W. 2nd St., Duluth, MN 
55802. Please include box number in address. 

HELP WANTED 

AUDIONIDEO SERVICE TECHNICIAN. Must 
be highly competent and experienced in 
troubleshooting and servicing high quality 
audio components for specialty retail store 
11/2 hours north of N.Y.C. Video experience 
desirable. Great benefits. Send resume and 
salary requirements to Sound Odyssey Inc., 
Route 9, Wappinger Falls, NY 12590. 12 81 

EXCELLENT TELEVISION, RADIO & 
STEREO, OR TWO WAY RADIO TECHNI-
CIANS. Excellent opportunity with a growing 
company in a pleasant community 80 mi. south 
of Buffalo, NY. Great Hunting and Fishing. 
Write NICHOLAS RADIO & TV SERVICE 
INC., Box 164 RD#2 E. STATE RD. OLEAN 
NY 14760.  12 81 

Fort Lauderdale area. Wanted inside Service 
Tech, for well established TV Sales and Ser-
vice store. Full time job, good benefits and 
working conditions. Contact Service Mgr. 2750 
E. Atlantic Blvd, Pompano Beach, FL 33062. 
(305) 941-1441  12 81 

FOR RENT 

SCHEMATICS - LIBRARY SERVICE. One 
month rental fee $2.25. Membership card 
$10.00. ALL RIDERS manuals and SAMS 
available for your use. THE TV SHOP, 530 
Minnesota Ave., Fallbrook, California 92028. 
(Telephone 1-714-723-1302).  1 82 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

TV Sales & Service in sunny California. Small 
established shop with high potential in Ventura 
County, southern California. Authorized Syl-
vania, Zenith, Tatung dealer. Call Frank, (805) 
646-5818 or (805) 649-1566.  12 81 

SATELLITE TV DEALERS Min. Investment, 
high profits. Market expanding 24% year. 80 
channel home earth station, commercial, 
apartments, motels. EASTRIDGE SATELLITE 
(collect) 601/647-3406, Box 0, Charleston, 
MS 38921.  382 

Complete TV and stereo shop equipment for 
sale. Everything needed to go into business. 
Includes latest test equipment; complete 
Sam's; Sony, RCA, Zenith Modules and parts. 
Bargain price! For details call 303-641-
4678.  12 81 

RAMPART SECURITY SYSTEMS DEAL-
ERS' sales are booming. The Rampart Dealer 
Program offers ENORMOUS PROFIT PO-
TENTIAL PLUS EXCITING RESIDUAL IN-
COME. Our success and reputation are a 
result of a total business format approach for 
the residential, small commercial market. 
Product, marketing and management training 
with complete backup has made success a 
reality for over 50 dealers. No experience 
necessary just a strong desire to succeed. 
NOW IS THE TIME TO DIVERSIFY. Invest-
ment only $12,500 backed by inventory. Call 
Franchise Director collect (215) 752-2210 or 
write RAMPART INDUSTRIES, INC., 1 Ox-
ford Valley, Suite 317, Langhorne, PA 
19047.  TF 

TV Sales and Service business in medium-
size Upstate N.Y. city. Area combines cultural 
with outdoor sports atmosphere, 4 colleges, 
Adirondacks etc. Purchase 40 year old busi-
ness separately or with building - showroom, 
space for 3 technicians in equipped shop, 
apartment for owner above. For details: Doyle 
Radio-TV, 5 Arnold Ave., Utica, NY, 13502, 
315-724-8528.  12 81 

TV sales and service center for sale. Well 
equipped repair shop servicing Ridgefield, 
Connecticut and surrounding towns. RCA 
sales and warranty service station. Owner 
retiring. Downpayment acceptable with terms. 
Ridgefield Television, 199 Ethan Allen High-
way, Ridgefield, CT 06877. 203-438-2275. 

TV and Stereo Business Sales and Service. 
Same Location for 13 years. 2 locations. Lots 
of customers. Lots of inventory, new TVs, 
stereos, big selection of parts, test equipment, 
3 vans, and company car. Factory authorized 
on many brands. Right Out of Charlotte NC 
20 miles west. Asking $64,000.00. Owner will 
talk call 704-864-4918 anytime.  12 81 

WANTED 

MIRROR IN-THE-UD, SPINNING DISK, AND 
OTHER PRE-1946 TELEVISION SETS, 
parts, literature wanted for substantial cash. 
Also need 12AP4, 9AP4, MW-31-3 picture 
tubes, and any information on projection sets 
made by TELICON CORP. of N.Y. in 1947. 
Arnold Chase, 9 Rushleigh Rd., West Hart-
ford, CT 06117.(203) 521-5280.  3/82 

WANTED: PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING 
EQUIPMENT working or not. Write or call 
Atoll Television, 6425 Irving Park, Chicago, 
Illinois 60634. Phone 312-545-6667.  1181 

FOR SALE 

SCRAMBLED-TV WHAT IT IS-HOW IT 
WORKS. New publication explains how the 
two encoding/decoding systems used today 
work. Theory, circuits, etc. Send $9.95 to: 
Workshop, Box 393E10 Bethpage NY 
11714.  TF 

SONY-PANASONIC-RCA-ZENITH-EXACT 
REPLACEMENT PARTS-LARGE INVEN-
TORIES-SEND PART OR MODEL NUM-
BERS-WILL UPS OR COD-GREEN TELE 
RADIO DISTRIBUTORS, 172 SUNRISE 
HIGHWAY, ROCKVILLE CENTRE, N.Y. 
11570. 

MICROWAVE TV SYSTEM 
• Preeiston 25 Parabottc Antenna 
• Prebudl Convene, and Preamo 
• Assembled Power Supply 
• Low toss Coaxtal Cables 
• One Year Warranty 
• Comptetely Buot and Tested 

DATA SERVICE CO. 
3t 10 Evelyn Street 
Rose.* MN 55113 
672.636-9469 

For Sale Quasar Sales-Service main street 
location small southwest town-only business 
with service for approx. 15,000 area popu-
lation. Technician-wife can easily gross 
$100,000 annual-full stock TV's, stereos, etc. 
Must retire-sacrifice $40,000 complete. Phone 
915-625-3020 days-915-625-3173 evening. 

CABLE TV Block Converter. A must for vid-
eotaping from cable TV. Standard 2-13, Mid 
and Super bands on UHF. Converter only 
$29.95; with installation kit $35.40. $2.50 S 
& H. CA add 6% sales tax. M/C, VISA, money 
order. VIDEO ACCESSORIES: Copyguard 
StabilizersiDetailersiVideo Fader,Switchers/ 
etc. Send $1.00 for catalog. ACCESSORY 
SPECIALTIES, P.O. Box 71089, Los Angeles, 
CA 90071.  12 81 

Sams Photofacts 110 hardback books, No's 
1 thru 1100 plus many higher numbers, $600 
for all; also like new RCA Test Jig, $150. H. 
Weaver, 112 E. Water, Pendleton, IN 46064. 
Phone: 1-317-778-3458 After 4:00 PM. 1281 

CRT H.V. LEAD EXTENSIONS for caddy and 
bench. 5' length, 40kv rating. Stops arcing 
and corona. $9.95 each. Please add $1.00 
per item postage and handling. S-M ELEC-
TRONICS CO., 416 4th St. N., Wheaton, MN 
56296.  1 82 

BOOSTER TRANSFORMERS for Perma-
Power Black & White series boosters. No-
bases or sockets. Wire-in. Great for compact 
portables. 95c Each Post-paid. Minimum 25 
per order. Schematic. Limited stock. Affiliated 
Electronics, 5908 Monticello, Dallas, TX 
75206.  1 82 

SATELLITE TELEVISION: Information on 
building or buying your own earth station. Six 
pages of what's needed, where to get it, 
costs, etc. $4.00 to Satellite Television, RD 
#3, Box 140, Oxford, NY 13830.  IF 

PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT 
capable of producing four high quality tubes 
per day (WILL TRAIN TO OPERATE) Call 
or Write Atoll Television, 6425 Irving Park, 
Chicago, Illinois 60634, ph. 312-545-6667. 

Automobile radio and tape replacement 
parts: Delco, Chrysler, Philco-Ford, Moto-
rola, Panasonic and many others. Large in-
ventory. Laren Electronics Inc. 3768 Bos-
ton Road, Bronx, NY 10469 (212) 881-9600 
out of New York state (800) 223-8314  TF 

NEED A 470 MFD AT 75 WV (RCA 
#134179)? Norfolk got a replacement 470 
mfd at 80 wv, pc at the right price-$2.06 
each/10 for $19.00-f.o.b. Garnerville, NY 
10923, Norfolk Electronics, P.O. Box 91. 

TV AND RADIO TUBES 490 EA!! Send for 
free color parts catalog. Your order free if not 
shipped in 24 hours. Cornell Electronics 
4215-17 University San Diego California 
92105  TF 
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SIMPLE SIMON 
7+11 PART KITS 

MITSUMI 
UHF 
TUNER 

PRICE 

$34.95 

Freq Range UHF 470 .889 
Channeis 14-83 Output Chan 3 

I VT1-SW VaraCtor UHF Tuner Model UES.A55F  $34 95 
2 CBI-SW Printed Growl (ham Pre-Drilled  $18 95 
3 1P7-SW PC B Potentiometers 1.20K 1.1K 8 

5-10K OHMS. 7.poeces  $5 95 
4 P835-SW Rewstor Kit 'I. W. 5% Carbon Film 32-pieces  95 
5 Fit-SW Pow, Transformer PR1.117VAC. SEC-24VAC 

250MA  56 95 
6 PP2-SW Panel Mount Potentiomers & Knobs 1.IKBT 

1.5KAT W/SW  55 95 
7 5S14-SW IC s.7 ea Docks 4 ea Regulators 2 ea . 

Heat Sink tea  $29.95 
8 CE9-SW Bectrelytic Capacitor KR 9 ea  55 95 
9 CC3.3-SW Ceramic Cosk Capecitor KA 50 VV V 33 ea  $7 95 
10 CT-SW  Variable Ceramic Trimmer Capacitors 5-65PF 0 

6 ea  55 95 
11 14-SW  Cod KR 2 ea 18 NHS. 1 ea 22 NHS 

Inductances-prewound and 1 ea 137.12 Ferrde 
Tarot Cue with 39 ot en Wire  55 00 

12 ICS-SW  C Sockets Tin Inlay 5 ea 8 Pin 
2 ea 14 Fln  $1 95 

13 SR-SW  Speaker Oval 4r6 & Prepuncned 
Wood Enclosure  $14 95 

14 MiSC-SW Misc Parts KU includes Hardware. 6/32 & 8/32 
Nuts & Bees. H U Wire Am Terms SPOT 

ANT SW Fuse Fuseholder etc 'When Ordering items Thru 14 Total Price  $139 95 995 

ANTENNA I ACCESSORIES 
STVA-1-STV Yam Antenna 13 5 DB. 75 OHM CHN 42 Tim, 54  59.95 
STVA-2-STV nag i Antenna 13 5 DB. 75 OHM. CHN 20 Tnru 28  $9.95 

CX-75 Coamai 75 OHMS Low Loss 
9.12 P/FT. 

F-59 Coma' Connectors ea  $.39 
MT-1 Special UHF 75-300 OHM Matching 

Transformer ea  $1.45 
At iniXor VHF-UHF Antenna Amplifier wrth Power 
Supply 300 OHM lid SOul ART 1300 gain $19.95 

Min Order Amount is $19 95 Add 10% Shipping and 
Handling Over 640.00 Add 5% Catalog S1 00 

Mau Orders Only 

SIMPLE SIMON ELECTRONIC KITS 
Gaol orders mar 10 

3871 S. Valley View. Suite 12 

Las Vegas. NV 89103 

17021 322-5273 

Other orders mail to 

11850 S. Hawthorne Blvd., Hawthorne, 
Calitornia 90250, Tel: (213) 675-3347 

VISA - MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTABLE 

SAMS Complete set 1-2039 plus 7 heavy 
duty 4 drawer cabinets excellent condition 
$3,250.00 Also used test equipment. 5480 
S. Waco, Aurora, CO 80015 (303) 69°-
3393.  11/81 

BAR graph voltmeter 10 element LED display. 
Smoked glass front, ready for panel mounting. 
3 input ranges, requires 4 to 15-VDC supply. 
Send $14.95. FARTHEST FRINGE S.A., 101 
Highway Blvd., N. Pekin, IL 61554. 

SATELLITE TV antenna, 10 ft. fiberglass, 
complete, polar mount, $1,950.00, electronics 
at cost also. KROMA ELECTRONICS, 5344 
Jackman Road, Toledo, OH 43613. 419-476-
9131. 

TUBES-Receiving, Industrial and Semi-
conductors, factory boxed. Free price list. 
Low, low prices. TRANSLETERONIC INC., 
1365-39th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218E 
800-221-5802, 212-633-2800. 

MECHANICALLY INCLINED INDIVIDUALS 
Assemble electronic devices in your home. 
Knowledge or experience not necessary. Get 
started in spare time. Turn your spare or full 
time into cash. No investment-Write for free 
details. ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT LAB, 
Box 15608, Pinellas Park, FL 33565.  IF 

FOR SALE-PS29 Pushbutton Oscilloscope 
2 probe. All leads included. Used only 10 hrs. 
$500. Arthur Annucci-2122 West Saug Rd., 
Saugerties, NY 12477. 

NEED A 4700 MFD AT 50 WV? NORFOLK'S 
got it at the right price-$3.95 each-fob. 
Garnerville, NY 10923  1/82 

FREE speaker catalog! Woofers, mids, 
tweeters, hardware, crossovers, grille cloth, 
plans, kits, information, much more. Discount 
prices. UNIVERSAL SOUND, Dept. ET, 
2253 Ringling Blvd., Sarasota, FL 33577, 
(813) 953-5363.  182 

FOR SALE TV TROUBLE ANALYSIS TIPS. 
Over 300 symptoms/remedies by circuit area. 
Tough ones I found in years of servicing. e.g. 
Poor  sync-C66  shorted-Wards-GEN-
12349A-SAMS 995-2. Save time and money. 
Due to demand, send only $12.50 to CHAN 
TV, 8151 Grandview Rd., Chanhassen, MN 
55317. 

USED TEST EQUIPMENT - HP 400D 
VTVM'S $100 - $150; AR Voltage Breakdown 
Testers $100 - $200; HP 5008 Analog Freq 
Meters $150; General Radio Variacs $25 - 
$150: 3M Flutter Meters $250. These items 
are available in large quantities. We have 
much more available in smaller quantities, 
including Low Freq. Scopes, Signal Gens, 
Dist. Analyzers and Power Supplies. Call or 
write for complete list to: Fabrication Industries, 
6701 Seybold Road, Suite 113, Madison, 
Wisc. 53719, 608-274-6960, Attn: Bob Sutton. 

Now, more than ever 
...Men who KNOW say.. 

IS THE ANSWER 

HELP NATESA HELP YOU 

BY DOING YOUR PART 

Are YOU the operator of an 

ethical, professional caliber tv-

radio-home electranics service 

business? 

Write for details on how you can 

gain great benefits and participate 

in the destinies of this great 

industry. 

NATESA 
5930 S. Pulaski Road 
Chicago, Illinois 60629 

TakeiN1) 
• S U: W K. 1 4 CS 

in merica. 

Director of Sales 
Department of the Treasury 
U.S. Savings Bonds Division 
Washington, D.C. 20226 
SEND ME FREE INFORMATION 
I want to find out all about the Payroll Sayings Plan 

NAME   

POSITION   

I COMPANY   

I ADDRESS 

I CITY   

L  m  ̀
STATE   ZIP 

send a message... 
...write here. 

1 

I. Number of insertions (circle)  1 2 3 6  12 
2 Start with (month)  issue (Copy must be in by 1St of month preceding) 

3. Amount enclosed $   
PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER  WE'LL BILL RATED FIRMS 

NAME  COMPANY   

STREET   
CITY  STATE  ZIP   

MAIL AD COPY TO DAWN ANDERSON. ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN DEALER. 1 EAST FIRST 
STREET, DULUTH. MN. 55802 
RATES: 60 cents per word (minimum charge, $20). Bold face words or words in all capital letters 
charged at 85 cents per word. Boxed or display ads charged at $75 per column inch (one inch 
minimum). For ads using blind box number, add $5 to total cost of ad. 
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AD IRDIX 
Circle No. Page No. 

101 Atkinson Dynamics   
Avreco 

102 Bayly, Martin & Fay 
103 Comtech Data   
104 Digitron Electronics   
105 Electronics Book Club 

41 
 35 

44 
19 
3 
39 

106 E.S.I. Inc  8 
107 Guardian Electronics 

 Cover 2 
108 H & R Communications  21 
109 Hitachi Sales Corp of 

America  Cover 3 
110 Hykron Mfg  46 
111 Imperial Screen  41 
112 Interstate Engineering 

 Cover 4 
113 Mets System  21 
114 Mets System  38 
115 Microwave Sensors  17 
116 Mountain West  35 
117 North American 

Phillips   14-15 
118 New-Tone Electronics  9 
119 Omnitron Electronics 
120 Optima Electronics 
121 Pace Electronics 

 18 
 11 

 45  Circle No. 
122 Pomona Electronics/ITT  5 
123 Power-Sonic  47  150 Albia Electronics  42 

RCA  7 
124 TeleMatic/U. X. L. Corp  11 
125 Tele-Teck Corp 

Seminars  13 
126 Tele-Teck Corp 

Service Systems Div  21 
127 Teletron  50 
128 Workman Electronic 

Products  50 

BULLETIII BOARD  
Circle No.  Page No. 

160 Quam-Nichols Co  40 
161 Leader Instruments  40 
162 Charles S. MacCrone 

Productions  40 
163 Beckman Instruments  40 
164 Capar Components Corp  40 
165 Capar Components Corp  40 
166 Westinghouse Electric  40 
167 Electronic Industries 

Associations Consumer 
Electronics Group  40 

TEST IRSTR. RFT.  

TV MODULES 
and 

TUNERS 
WORKMAN &UTR 

ARE NOW COMBINED TO GIVE YOU THE EXCELLENT 
QUALITY AND SERVICE YOU DESERVE. WITH OUR 
COMBINED EFFORTS, YOU DON'T NEED TO KNOW 
ANY OTHER NAME IN MODULE AND TUNER REBUILDING. 

UTR is one of the largest rebuilders 
of modules and tuners in the world. 

FAMOUS FOR: 

• Quality Parts • Quality Workmanship 

• Same Day Service  • 1 Year Warranty 

VIM Electronics 
Division Of WORKMAN ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS. INC. 
575 University Ave. S.W. • Atlanta, Ga. 30310 

Phone 404 753-5311 

Circle No. 128 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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Page No. 

COAT. ED. RPT. 
Circle No. Page No. 

154 Heath's Optoelectronics  43 

SECURITY PROD. 
Circle No. Page No. 

130 Mountain West  44 
131 Arrowhead Enterprises  44 
132 Vicon Industries  44 
133 Electronic Locking 

Systems  44 
134 Pelco Sales  45 
135 Visual Methods  45 
136 Salco Industries  45 

REM PRODUCTS 
Circle No.  Page No. 

140 National Microtech  46 
141 Robert M Coleman  46 
142 Antenna Technology  46 
143 Star View Systems  46 
144 Microwave General Corp  46 
145 Scopex  46 
146 Satfinder Systems  46 

Your 
Answer 
Service 

HOTLINE: 215 - 582-2711 
Teltron's factory "Hot Line" is in operation 

any time of the day or night to help you solve 
your camera tube needs. 
Teltron will answer your questions, offer you 

assistance, and furnish quality camera tubes 
whenever your need arises — 24 hours a day. 
Teltron offers the largest, most complete line 

of TV camera tubes available. 

2 RIGA LANE  • P.O. BOX 416 
DOUGLASSVILLE, PA 19518 
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Hitachi V202 and 
V352 Dual Trace 
Oscilloscopes 
When you get exceptional capa-
bility per dollar, that's superior 
cost-performance. And that's 
the 35 MHz Hitachi V-352 and 
the 20 MHz Hitachi V-202 dual 
trace oscilloscopes. 
Proof? Just skim these fea-

tures, then note the price. For 
starters, both scopes have a 2-
year limited warranty. And 
then there are features like 
square CRT's with internal 
graticules, vertical sensitivity 

of 1 mV/division, and a wide 
dynamic range for vertical am-
plifier of 8 divisions or more. 
Each scope features front panel 
X-Y operation, 10X sweep mag-
nification, 3% vertical deflec-
tion and sweep accuracy, and 
low vertical drift. For ease of 
operation, functionally related 
controls are grouped into 3 
color-coded front panel blocks. 
How do we build in all that 

capability at such low cost? 
Chalk it up to two decades of 
oscilloscope design experience 
and some of the most modern 
production methods around. 
Hitachi V-352 and V-202 are 

stocked by your authorized 
industrial distributor and ready 
for fast delivery. 
Ask for a demonstration and 

see more performance than you 
expected for less than you 
thought possible. 

Hitachi... 
the measure of quality 

HITACHI 
Hitachi Denshi A merica.Ltd. 

175 Crossways Park West 
Woodbury, NY 11797 
1516)921-7200 

You'll recognize the name... 
appreciate the quality 
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Plan 

TRANSMITTING FIRE DETECTOR 

EIGHT CHANNEL CONTROL CONSOLE 

U,. 

fa c 
Pro wntlen  1211 Olen. 

PROFESSIONAL SALES AIDS 

THE ZODIAC CONNECTION 

Zodiac Systems, Inc., formerly of Salisbury, 
North Carolina, is now a part of Interstate 
Engineering. Interstate has acquired Zodiac in 
order to bring you the most advanced security 
equipment available. 

(SECURITY SALES . . . IT'S EASY WITH 
IEC® CRIME WATCH,,, 

LEC INTERSTATE ENGI NEERI N G 
Founded n 1937 

A DIVISION OF FIGGIE INTERNATIONAL INC. 

522 EAST VERMONT AVENUE, P.O. BOX 431 • ANAHEIM. 
CALIFORNIA 92805-0431, U.S.A. • TELEX: 655443. CABLE: COM 
VAN • TELEPHONE: (714) 772-2811 

(c) 

CRI MP WArCHTm 
Security System 

HAS IT ALL! 
ZONK OUT THE COMPETITION WITH 

IEC,R' CRIME WATCHT. 
• A wide assortment of control consoles 
• A complete sales and marketing program 
• Hardwire and wireless 
• Continually updated brochures, mail outs, presen-
tation materials and lead programs. 

• Transmitting detectors that are so reliable they 
have a 25 year warranty. 

Interstate Engineering is a division of Figgie Interna-
tional Inc. "Figgie International Inc. is the world's 
largest integrated manufacturer of fire, safety and 
security equipment." 

PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION 
ABOUT YOUR EXCITING PRODUCTS 

Name 

Address 

City     State  Zip 

Phone (  )  Best time to call   

ET 12/81 Z2 
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